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Foreword

This report summarizes the work of 24 Virginia Tech graduate students 
from the Arlington and Blacksburg, VA campuses enrolled in the planning and 
environmental planning studio classes during the fall semester 2022. During 15 
class sessions, the students worked on assessing the conditions for bicycling in 
the City of Falls Church and recommending improvements. The studio class was 
charged with (1) reviewing the 2015 Falls Church Bicycling Master Plan and 
addressing the low level of implementation to date; (2) identifying “best 
practice” lessons in bicycle planning and infrastructure from successful, 
bicycling-friendly communities; and (3) identifying and prioritizing cycling 
routes to major destinations within Falls Church for implementation in the next 
two years.

The group was guided by the assumption that cycling levels have been low 
in Falls Church compared with other jurisdictions in the region; that there has 
been little support in Falls Church for sweeping bicycle-friendly infrastructure 
interventions, and virtually no dedicated funding for the capital costs involved; 
and that reallocation of street space away from parking would generate 
stakeholder resistance. The group’s goal was to formulate recommendations 
focused on (1) immediately implementing incremental cycling infrastructure 
improvements, (2) limiting capital costs, and (3) minimizing potential community 
backlash.  

In light of these assumptions the students proposed routes of bicycle 
boulevards for immediate implementation as a first step in promoting bicycling 
in Fall Church. The group also recommended hiring a dedicated bicycle planner. 
This individual’s role would comprise raising funds for bicycling, coordinating 
bicycling activities and programming, community and stakeholder outreach, as 
well as developing  an updated bicycle master plan with bikeway infrastructure 
beyond the proposed, initial network of bicycle boulevards. More funding, 
dedicated staff, and increasing cycling levels will enable the city to implement 
some of the infrastructure measures presented in the best-practice case 
studies of this report.

Many thanks to the City of Falls Church and the Planning Commission for 
approaching us with this project idea. It was my pleasure to help guide the work 
of the students. 
Ralph Buehler 
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Executive Summary

Falls Church Bicycling Master Plan 
Review: 
The report begins with a review of the 
2015 Falls Church Bicycling Master 
Plan. A review of bike plans of 
neighboring jurisdictions allowed for a 
local comparative analysis. We discuss 
the document’s shortcomings and 
suggest improvements to both its 
layout and substance.

Demographic and Commuter 
Overview:
Census and American Community 
Survey Data show that Falls Church 
residents primarily commute via 
single-occupancy vehicle or public 
transit. Only a small percentage report 
cycling as their primary mode of 
transportation to work. 

Current Roadway Conditions: 
The type, speed, and level of stress of 
streets in Falls Church was evaluated. 

In an effort to gain more understanding of the issues and gain more support for 
biking in Falls Church, the Virginia Tech Master’s of Urban and Regional Planning 
Studio was charged with a review of the past Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan.  
This review included an analysis of the current plan, an audit of current 
conditions for bicycling in the city, a public survey and outreach, a literature 
review of other bicycle master plans nationwide, and an analysis of potential 
routes for implementation in the next two years. In order to properly address 
each of City’s requests, the class performed the associated tasks:

It was found that many roads have 
relatively low traffic volumes. Many 
residential roads represent an 
opportunity for bicycle-friendly routes 
due to their low levels of traffic and 
high levels of connectivity with 
commercial and retail cores of Falls 
Church.

Community Outreach:
A survey was distributed to gain an 
understanding of the opinions and 
preferences of cyclists and potential 
cyclists on the bicycle infrastructure in 
the City of Falls Church. Results show 
that Falls Church has a vibrant and 
active community of cyclists with 
potential to grow. Satisfaction with 
current facilities is mixed, and safety is 
a recurring concern. The results from 
the survey were used to inform which 
design considerations and route 
recommendations should be 
considered in the city.
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Executive Summary

Best Practices Design Guidance:
The design guidance draws from 
manuals published by the Federal 
Highway Administration, the American 
Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials, and the 
National Association of City 
Transportation Officials. It includes 
bikeway facility selection criteria and 
geometric design standards for a 
range of bicycle facilities types: 
physically separated facilities, visually 
separated facilities, and shared lane 
configurations. Finally, it includes 
guidance on key components of Bike 
Boulevards, including traffic calming 
interventions to limit vehicle speed, 
volume, and access on roadways 
designated as bicycle routes.

Best Practices Case Studies:
The case studies library evaluates 
planning documents from a range of 
cities, exploring how these cities 
addressed specific challenges relevant 
to the Falls Church context. It includes: 
neighboring cities, in Virginia and the 
DMV region; peer cities, with 
similarities to Falls Church in density 
and urban form; and exemplary 
American cycling cities, identified 
using League of American Bicyclists 
criteria. It explores how these cities 
addressed the challenges of: roadway 
space limitations; safety for cyclists of 

all ages and abilities; network 
connectivity; and implementation and 
funding.

Routes:
A total of four route networks (low, 
medium, high, max) were determined 
in a multi-step process using a variety 
of inputs. Inputs included site visits, 
quantitative open streets data, 
feedback from the city of Falls 
Church, the CACT Memo and 
community outreach.  The four route 
networks provide realistic incremental 
improvements to enhance cycling 
safety and utility in the city in the 
short term. The ‘Max’ network is the 
recommended route network. The 
‘High’ route network is the short term 
recommendation with budgetary 
constraints. These short term 
recommendations allow for the city to 
realistically build an improved base of 
cycling infrastructure and ridership 
within the next two years. Further 
improvements to the cycling network 
are recommended once the short 
term recommendations are 
implemented. 
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Executive Summary

● The City of Falls Church should 
immediately hire a dedicated 
bicycle planner. Dedicated staff will 
be necessary to advance cycling in 
Falls Church by addressing 
challenges beyond the scope of 
this project, including funding, 
stakeholder engagement, 
coordination of bicycling efforts 
within the city administration, 
programming, and development of 
future cycling goals and plans. 
Implement the recommended Bike 
Boulevard design concept as a first 
step, combining marked shared 
lanes, traffic calming devices, route 
branding, and wayfinding signage 
to optimize lower-speed and 
lower-volume streets for cycling, 
while managing the speed and 
volume of cars.

● Short-term recommendation- ‘Max’ 
route network: 
The ‘Max’ route network provides 
further improvements for cycling in 
the city.  This network most closely 
aligns with the Falls Church vision 
as a “welcoming and inclusive” 
community and the “city’s 

Cycling mode share and cycling levels have been low in Falls Church compared 
with other jurisdictions in the region and therefore has received little support for 
bicycle-friendly infrastructure and virtually no dedicated funding for the capital 
costs involved.  Working within these constraints, we formulated 
recommendations focused on (1) immediately implementing incremental cycling 
infrastructure improvements, (2) limiting capital costs, and (3) minimizing 
potential community backlash.  These recommendations include:

long-term success as a leader in 
education, environmental 
sustainability, multi-modal 
transportation, and vibrant 
economic development.”

● Short-term constrained budget 
recommendation- ‘High’ route 
network: This network provides key 
infrastructure improvements  along 
routes which connect the top areas 
of interest. 

● Create achievable, measurable 
implementation goals in future 
bicycle master plan revisions.

● Design a charrette as a future 
engagement strategy to receive 
more detailed feedback from the 
community and stakeholders. 

● Consider applying to be a Bicycle 
Friendly Community of the League 
of American Bicyclists. If such an 
application is desired, safe 
transportation education programs 
and an interconnected bicycle 
network should be high priorities.
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Introduction

This report was prepared by Virginia 
Tech Master’s of Urban and Regional 
Planning students as part of the Fall 
2022 Planning Studio course. The 
class was charged with assessing the 
condition of bicycling in the City of 
Falls Church and recommending 
improvements. The charge included:

● Reviewing the 2015 Falls Church 
Bicycling Master Plan and 
addressing the low level of 
implementation.

● Identifying “best practice” 
lessons in bicycle planning and 
infrastructure from successful, 
bicycling-friendly communities.

● Identifying and prioritizing 
cycling routes to major 
destinations within Falls 
Church.

● Assessing infrastructure needs 
to reduce the cycling stress 
level.

We undertook this project working 
under several assumptions:

● Cycling mode share and cycling 
levels have been low in Falls 
Church compared with other 
jurisdictions in the region.

● There has been little support in 
Falls Church for sweeping 
bicycle-friendly infrastructure 

interventions and virtually no
dedicated funding for the capital 
costs involved.

● The reallocation of street space 
away from parking would 
generate stakeholder resistance.

Our goal was to produce a relevant 
document addressing the lack of 
previous bicycle plan implementation. 
Our findings and recommendations 
should be understood in this context – 
they should not be understood as the 
maximum longer-term potential to 
improve cycling in Falls Church. The 
recommendations of this report should 
be considered as a first step towards 
creating a more bicycle-friendly 
community that can facilitate 
increasing levels of cycling.

The report begins with a review of the 
demographic conditions in Falls 
Church, followed by a review of the 
current Bicycle Master Plan. Next, 
current roadway conditions are 
analyzed. Best practices on 
addressing issues in Falls Church and 
design guidance are next, followed by 
a review on the community outreach 
conducted for the project. Finally, 
routes recommendations are made for 
the City of Falls Church. 
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Current Demographic Conditions

Figure 1b. School-Aged Population 
Breakdown

Figure  1c. Falls Church Citizens with 
Disabilities

According to the 2021 ACS 
estimates, 7% of citizens in 
Falls Church have a disability, 
compared to 12.4% of 
Virginians. Ambulatory 
difficulties are the most 
common type of disability in 
Falls Church. The need for 
ADA Accessible public 
infrastructure in Falls Church 
is present, and improving 
cycling infrastructure will 
create a more equitable city. 

As of the 2020 Census, Falls 
Church has a population of 
14,658 residents. While 
predominantly white, Asian, and 
Mixed-Race populations exceed 
the state averages of 7.2% and 
3.4%, respectively. Conversely, 
the city’s Black population is far 
below the state average of 20%. 
The median age for Falls Church 
is 39.2 years old, with 24.5% of its 
population under the age of 18. 

Falls Church has a 
higher-than-average youth 
population share. However, most 
students are in middle and high 
school, indicating fewer young 
children in the city. The majority 
of these students ride the bus to 
school. 

Figure 1a. Racial Composition
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Current Commuter Conditions

Travel Time
The average travel time to work for residents of 
Falls Church is 28 minutes. People who drive alone 
average a 25-minute commute, while those who 
carpool average 23 minutes. Public transit users 
experience the highest average commute time of 
48 minutes. That said, those who ride public 
transit are likely to travel via DC Metro to work over 
longer distances than those who commute by car.  

Figure 1e. Modes of 
Transport
Only 1.2% of Falls 
Church residents' 
cycle as their 
primary means of 
transportation to 
work, with nearly 
75% of commuting 
cyclists being males.  

County Inbound Commuters Outbound Commuters Net Commuters

Fairfax County, VA 5,443 2,662 2,781

Arlington County, VA 1,347 1,153 194

Prince William County, VA 971 134 837

Loudoun County, VA 770 236 534

Alexandria City County, VA 585 311 274

District of Columbia County, DC 562 1,579 -1,017

Montgomery County, MD 543 324 220

Prince George's County, MD 464 124 340

Fairfax City County, VA 228 74 154

Manassas City County, VA 117 22 95

Charles County, MD 110 3 107

Figure 1d. Falls 
Church Commute  
Time Breakdown

Falls Church has a net total of inbound commuters from other counties, most of 
which are accessible via the W&OD trail. Improving connectivity to the W&OD 
corridor may encourage more cycling not only within Falls Church, but across 
the region.
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Key Elements Necessary for Bicycle Master Plans

Falls Church 
Bicycle Master 

Plan Review
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Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan Review

We have reviewed the current City of Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan, as well as 
the bicycle master plans of several surrounding jurisdictions (Arlington County, 
Alexandria, Fairfax County, and Fairfax City). In this review, we identified several 
key components that are necessary for a strong bicycle master plan. As a 
comparison, a review of several other plans revealed common elements which 
we have synthesized in the table 2a below:

Arlington Alexandria Fairfax Fairfax City Falls 
Church

Table of Contents X X X

Vision X X X X

Background X X X X X

Current 
Conditions

X X X X X

Barriers X X X X

Goals X X X X

Policy 
Recommendations

X X X X

Outreach X X X

Future Routes X X X X X

Funding X X X X

Implementation X X X X

Metrics X X X

Table 2a. Master Plan Review Elements 
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Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan Review

Table of contents: There is currently no 
table of contents in the Falls Church 
Master Plan. A complete table of 
contents would allow readers to find 
more easily what they are looking for as 
well as serving as an organization tool for 
the plan and ensure a logical flow of 
information. 
Goals: Beyond the vision, there are no 
specific goals laid out in the plane. 
Including specific, achievable goals will 
make this plan implementable and will 
make tracking progress more 
straightforward. 
Example: The Arlington Bicycle Master 
Plan lays out six specific goals for the 
master plan that are much more specific 
and measurable than the Falls Church 
Plan.
Barriers: Currently, the Falls Church 

Master Plan does not discuss the barriers 

to cycle in Falls Church. While there are 

multiple maps in the Master Plan that 

outline future routes, it would be helpful 

to identify major specific issues to 

provide a focus and explain some of the 

city’s priorities.  
 

 

 

Policy recommendations: One of the 
significant issues with the Falls 
Church Master Plan is that it is very 
light on implementation. There is little 
discussion of procedures and/or 
policies that would achieve the city’s 
goals. Identifying key policies and/or 
actions for each goal would help 
provide a clear path for 
implementation. 
Outreach: The current Falls Church 

Master Plan does identify the need for 

both outreach and education but 

does not discuss any clear action 

steps other than hosting a pit stop for 

Bike to Workday and coordinating with 

WABA to provide a city cycling class 

at least once a year. While these are 

good actions, there is no mention of 

sustained outreach or education. 

Example: The Arlington County Plan 
integrates education as a part of its 
specific goals. 

Below, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Falls Church Bicycle 
Master Plan and provide recommendations for improvement, along with 
examples from the plans of the surrounding jurisdictions. 
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Existing Plan Review
SUBHEADING WITH BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTION

● Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Quality Improvement and Surface 
Transportation Program

Without a budget line for pedestrian 
and bike facilities in the city budget, it 
will continue to be difficult to allocate 
exact dollars from year to year to the 
overall plan. The city should establish 
dedicated funding for bikeway network 
development and implementation. 
Additionally, it could be recommended 
that a portion of the American Rescue 
Plan Act Funds (ARPA) or Capital 
Improvement Plan (CIP) funds be 
allocated to make significant headway 
toward the overall goals. Future 
versions of the plan should call out 
specific projects, specific budgets, and 
specific timelines.
Implementation: One of the largest 
gaps in the current Bicycle Master Plan 
is implementation. The plan currently 
does not call out any implementation 
strategies. Part of the implementation 
plan should be a prioritization of the 
improvements along with short-term 
and long-term project goals as well the 
creation of a bicycle planner position to 
oversee bicycle infrastructure projects. 
Each section can then be broken down 
into smaller, easier-to-handle project 
implementation strategies and policies 
needed in order to implement the 
projects.

Future Routes: The city identifies 
potential future bike routes and 
provides a map of the bike routes that 
it would like to see implemented. The 
efficacy of actual implementation is 
going to rely heavily on dedicated 
funding for the projects. Beyond 
funding, oversight from the planning 
department is a key component of 
getting these projects off the ground. 
Specific city staff should be identified 
to produce the greatest opportunity for 
success. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 2a. Future Routes Map from 
Existing Plan

Funding: The funding section of the 
current Falls Church Bicycle Master 
Plan is a list of possible grants that the 
city could apply for. The grants listed in 
the plan are: 

● DRPT Special Programs 
● Quick start mini-grants, safe 

routes to school 
● Building Blocks for Sustainable 

Communities

Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan Review
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SUBHEADING WITH BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTION

Metrics: The existing plan currently 
does not have any metrics to measure 
the progress of bicycle projects in 
Falls Church. Several metrics that 
could be included, but not limited to, 
are Project Completion, Amount of 
Funding per Project, Amount of 
Funding per Year, and Progress of 
Proposed Projects.

Additionally, there are metrics that 
need to be captured to pursue a 
possible LAB (League of American 
Bicyclists) Bicycle Friendly 
Community designation. Those 
metrics would include law 
enforcement bicycling liaison, 
bicycle-friendly ordinances, 
educational options, bike access to 
transportation, total mileage in 
bicycle network, arterial streets with 
bike lanes, commuter bicyclists, 
crashes and fatalities, bike program 
staff, bike plan current and 
implemented, bike clubs, bike to 
school/work events, active advisory 
committee and advisory group, and 
quantity of recreational facilities.
From a high level of measuring 
success in the city, measures such as 
Ridership, Safety, Connectivity, 
Equity, and Livability should also be 
considered.

Falls Church Bicycle Master Plan Review

Priorities: Priorities should be 
established for the projects to 
determine in which order projects 
should take place. Some key 
components for prioritization should 
be demand, safety, connectivity, and 
geography. The City of Manassas has 
developed a point system for 
prioritizing projects that could be 
used as a baseline for the City of Falls 
Church.  
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Current Roadway Conditions

We  assessed the various types of 
cycling facilities in Falls Church, to 
understand the specifications of 
existing roads and to determine which 
kinds of bicycle facilities they could 
accommodate. Furthermore, we 
sought to study environmental 
conditions that hindered bicycle 
transportation and researched data 
on travel mode choice. 
To assess the roadway conditions in 
Falls Church, we collected data from 
various sources. The data were 
spatially referenced and stored in an 
ArcGIS Pro project. We first referenced 
a shapefile of street centerlines from 
the City of Falls Church Open Data 
Portal. The shapefile already included 
street names, speed limits, road 
classification, and whether the street 
is classified as one-way. We eliminated 
any private roads from the shapefile 
and merged roads with the same 
name into single features. 
To the new street centerlines 
shapefile, we then calculated the 
grade of each road in degrees The 
average, minimum, and maximum 
slope was calculated from a digital 
elevation model (DEM) using ArcGIS 
Pro's, we added Surface Information

OVERVIEW

tool. Additionally, the width of each 
road was measured in ArcGIS Pro from 
a 2021 National Agricultural Imagery 
Program (NAIP) image.  
Additionally, we downloaded a points 
of interest shapefile from the Falls 
Church Open Data Portal website. In 
our final map, this shapefile was used 
to reference locations that could be of 
interest to cyclists, such as schools. 
We also included the locations of 
streetlights within the city to gauge 
how well existing streets are lit. In 
general, well-lit roads are better 
suited for cycling.  
Current Conditions
Falls Church sits upon roughly two 
square miles of land. The city center is 
bisected by VA State Route 7 (Broad 
St./Leesburg Pike) and U.S. Route 29 
(Washington St./Lee Highway). These 
two roads have two of the highest 
levels of traffic stress (see below for 
more details) of any roads within the 
city. 
Except for Washington St. and Lee 
Highway, which have posted speed 
limits of 30 mph, all other streets in 
Falls Church have posted speed limits 
of 25 mph. 
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Current Roadway Conditions

Route 29, Route 7, Wilson Blvd, 
Roosevelt Blvd, and Annandale Rd are 
the only streets within the city with 
more than one vehicle lane in a single 
direction.
Most commercial, retail, and 
multi-family residential development 
within the city is concentrated along 
Broad St./Leesburg Pike, Washington 
St./Lee Highway, Wilson Blvd, and 
Hillwood Ave. All other streets within 
the city primarily fall within low to 
medium density residential zones. 
Most residential streets within the city 
have relatively low traffic volumes. 
Furthermore, most residential streets 
are well-connected with the city’s 
primary roads. Many of these 
residential streets are already 
relatively bicycle-friendly given their 
low levels of traffic stress and high 
levels of connectivity.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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Current Roadway Conditions
INVENTORY OF EXISTING BIKEWAY FACILITIES

Sharrows Marked 
W&OD 

crossing

Buffered 
Bicycle 
Lane(s)

Conventional 
Bike Lane(s)

CaBi 
Station

Pavement 
Markings 
(Other)

19th Rd X X

E Columbia St X

Fairfax St X

Fowler St X

Grove Ave X

Great Falls St X

Haycock Rd X

Hillwood Ave X X X

Little Falls St X X

N Maple Ave X

N Oak St X X

N Roosevelt St X

N Spring St X

Park Ave X X

Park Pl X

Pennsylvania Ave X

S Maple Ave X X X

W Broad St X X

W Columbia St X

West St X X

Table 3a. On-Road Facilities
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Current Roadway Conditions
CURRENT CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE 

AND QUANTITATIVE TRAFFIC STRESS ANALYSIS

The current cycling network is 
largely fragmented and 
disjointed. The majority of 
cycling facilities exist south of 
Broad Street, with the 
exception of the Washington 
and Old Dominion Trails. The 
city only has one small strip of 
a designated bike lane. Shared 
bike lanes on the south side 
stop abruptly at Broad Street. 
1.4 miles of the Washington and 
Old Dominion Trail run through 
the northwest corner of the 
city, connecting it to East Falls 
Church and the trail’s western 
terminus just outside of city 
boundaries.  

A quantitative analysis of 
the city’s cycling traffic 
stress was conducted using 
the People for Bikes 
Organization’s Network 
Analysis Tool. Using this 
criteria, all of the roads 
within the city are classified 
as low or moderate stress, 
which is largely due to the 
fact that the city does not 
have any streets with a 
speed limit exceeding 30 
mph, or any roads with 
greater than four travel 
lanes lanes. However, this 
analysis does not account 
for all of the variables that 
influence traffic stress. 
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Current Roadway Conditions

Several off-road trails and paths exist 
within Falls Church. The largest and 
most well-known of these is the 
Washington and Old Dominion (W&OD) 
trail, which is maintained by the 
Northern Virginia Regional Park 
Authority. One of the country’s 
premier rail trails, the W&OD runs 
east-west across Falls Church, 
spanning roughly 1.4 miles across city 
limits. Within Falls Church, the trail is 
newly repaved and contains three 
lanes: two lanes for cyclists and a 
single lane for pedestrians. Outside of  
Falls Church, the trail offers direct 
connectivity from Arlington County’s 
Shirlington neighborhood to the Town 
of Purcellville in Western Loudoun 
County. Within Falls Church, the 
residential areas to the north of W&OD 
are well-connected to the trail. 
However, while it is possible to access 
streets with more retail and 
commercial destinations from the 
W&OD, many of these streets lack the 
necessary bicycle infrastructure to 
allow users to access them safely.

TRAIL CHARACTERISTICS AND FACILITIES

In addition to the W&OD trail, several 
off-road trails and paths exist 
adjacent to or within city parks. 
Several of these trails offer 
connectivity between residential and 
commercial areas of the city. One 
example of this is the Howard E. 
Herman Trail, which provides a 
protected bicycle and pedestrian 
route between Oak Street Elementary 
School and its surrounding 
neighborhoods and West Broad St.

Image 3a. W&OD Trail, Falls Church. 
Image credit: ARLnow.com
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Best Practices

Introduction
To understand current best practices, 
we looked at 15 bike plans (table 7a) 
from communities across Virginia and 
the United States. These were selected 
based on several factors, including 
similarity to Falls Church, national 
leaders in bike infrastructure, and 
League of American Bicyclists (LAB) 
bike-friendly community rankings. 
These communities range from small 
towns to major metropolitan areas, 
each with unique challenges that they 
have successfully addressed. Our 
research addresses concerns raised by 
Falls Church stakeholders, such as 
roadway space limitations, safety for 
all ages and abilities, connectivity, and 
implementation strategies.

Roadway Space Limitations
The preference for a safe bicycle 
network that can support all ages and 
abilities often conflicts with the fact 
that the highest quality facilities often 
take up more physical space than 
traditional bicycle lanes and are often 
expensive. This section focuses on the 
best practices for a holistic bicycle 
network to combat these issues. 
Portland, OR - A Holistic Approach to 
Narrow Streets
Portland, OR, is a well-awarded 

bicycle-friendly city. It currently is one 
of only five cities in the US to have 
received platinum status from LAB. 
Portland is known for having very 
narrow streets. How do they deal with 
their limited space? They have created 
a street classification system for 
bicycle travel. Each street in their city 
already has a car travel classification, 
just as Falls Church does, with 
classifications such as collector 
streets and arterials. Portland has 
applied a similar methodology to its 
bicycle network as follows:
Major City Bikeways - These function 
as the 'mobility backbone' of the 
bicycle network. Provide primary 
connections to major attractors 
through the city." This street 
classification functions like the arterial 
highway classification for cars. They 
attract the most users away from local 
neighborhoods by providing the most 
comfort and convenience possible. 
When a street in Portland is classified 
as a Major City Bikeway, priority is 
given to bicycle transportation over 
other modes. The largest, widest, and 
best facilities are used in this 
classification. 
City Bikeways - These are the 
“principal bikeways” of the city 
compared to Major Bikeways, which 
function as the “backbone.” 

19
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Best Practices

They provide comfort and convenience 
for bicyclists, but not at the level of 
Major City Bikeways. In contrast to 
Major Bikeways, pedestrian 
transportation is given equal priority in 
design considerations. However, both 
pedestrian and bicycle transport are 
given higher priority than motorized 
vehicles.
Local Service Bikeways - These are the 
“local circulation routes.” Every street 
that is not considered a Major or City 
Bikeway is considered a Local Service 
Bikeway. 
Bicycle Districts - These are “areas 
with a dense concentration of 
commercial, cultural, institutional, 
and/or recreational destinations where 
Portland intends to make bicycle travel 
more attractive than driving.” Just as a 
suburban shopping district is often an 
attractive destination for cars, 
Portland has created Bicycle Districts 
as an attractive destination for 
bicyclists to generate economic 
development. Major Bikeways and City 
Bikeways go throughout these 
districts; what separates these from 
Local Service Bikeways is that bicycles 
should be given priority in these zones 
more than other modes of 
transportation, even on the local 
streets. Downtown Portland is an 
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example of a Bicycle District.  
How do these classifications work in 
practice? Portland's downtown is a 
grid network with a wide variety of 
transportation types in a small area. 
Some streets are given priority to cars 
with more lanes that are wider with 
plenty of parking. The next street over 
might have half of the street dedicated 
to just bike lanes. The street after that 
might be dedicated to buses or light 
rail and transit-oriented development. 
While Falls Church's street network is 
much smaller in size compared to 
Portland's, the Bicycle Street 
Classification system could be of use 
to inform policy decisions on which 
transportation mode gets priority on 
the street.  
Additionally, Portland has relatively 
few miles of separated bike lanes. As of 
2019, of the 162 miles of bike lanes, 
35.5 miles are either buffered or 
protected lanes. That's about 22%. 
Understandably, that is a high 
proportion compared to other 
American cities, but it's important to 
note this fact for Falls Church. This 
fact means that one of the top five 
bicycle-friendly cities is successful not 
because they have separated bicycle 
facilities on every street but because 
the whole network is connected, is 
safe, and works. 
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Charlottesville, VA - Prioritizing 
On-Street Parking
One of only two cities in Virginia to 
receive the LAB’s Silver level Bicycle 
Friendly Community award, 
Charlottesville is a more local example 
of success in a bicycle network. Even 
though cycling is a high priority for the 
city, putting in new bicycle 
infrastructure at the expense of 
on-street parking was not desirable for 
them. Therefore, their primary 
approach to supporting bicycling is to 
use traffic calming efforts. Some of the 
infrastructures they installed to 
support this approach include curb 
extensions and using on-street car 
parking as a buffer to protect bike 
lanes. In places where on-street 
parking was removed, it was done so 
with the condition that the lost spaces 
would be replaced elsewhere in the 
area. 
Safety for All Ages and Abilities
Minneapolis and St. Paul, MN -  
Innovative Safety Programs
Streets that are safe and comfortable 
for all ages and abilities bicycling are 
critical for urban mobility (NACTO, 
2017). Designing safe streets for ALL 
ages and abilities could be challenging 
since it includes different concerns 
based on different users, such as 
children, seniors,
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or people with disabilities. Some of our 
studied cities gave a closer look at all 
the bicyclist users and created 
programs for each category of bicyclist 
and their demands to make sure they 
achieved SAFETY FOR ALL AGES AND 
ABILITIES. Minneapolis and St. Paul, 
MN, designed several safety programs 
for different users. Starting by talking 
about children school-age.

Children are an essential cycling 
demographic, but they face unique 
risks since they are smaller and thus 
less visible from the driver's seat than 
adults. Likewise, children often are less 
able to detect risks or negotiate 
conflicts (NACTO, 2017). In 2007, a task 
force was created to develop the 
Minneapolis Safe Routes to School 
Plan. Since the plan's implementation, 
schools and the city have sponsored 
numerous educational programs:
In 2012, Minneapolis developed a 
Walking Routes for Youth map that 
analyzed and recommended walking 
routes to every school in the city. The 
original intent was to create and 
distribute walking maps to 
communities, focusing on 
neighborhoods with crime and safety 
issues and helping focus on other 
improvements such as signage, 
pavement markings, and other route
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improvements (MnDOT, n.d.).  Maps 
were distributed in 2014 to schools 
and parks and made available online as 
an interactive maps. “The map led to 
success in applying for infrastructure 
funding since priorities for 
improvements were identified.” 
(MnDOT, n.d.) 
The Safe Routes to School (SRTS) 
initiative introduced maps for students 
that identified safe walking and biking 
routes to school. Route maps show 
signs, signals, crosswalks, sidewalks, 
paths, crossing guard locations, and 
hazardous locations around schools. 
Each map identifies the best way to 
walk or bike to a school. A well-defined 
route should provide the greatest 
physical separation between students 
and traffic, expose students to the 
lowest traffic speeds, and use the 
fewest and safest crossings where it 
improves the safety behavior of 
bicycling and walking (MnDOT Safe 
Routes to School Planning, n.d.).  
MnDOT designed educational activities 
for students to increase and 
encourage biking. These activities 
include bicycle rodeos, bicycle 
mechanic training, SRTS classroom 
lessons, and earn-a-bike programs. 
Minneapolis supported these activities 
by introducing Open Streets 
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Minneapolis, in which the city closes 
streets to vehicles, allowing the 
public to enjoy walking and biking 
through safe, car-free streets. 
The Move Minneapolis initiative is 
designed for low-income and 
sustainably-minded residents. It 
encourages downtown employees to 
limit driving alone and go green. To 
support this initiative, the city offers 
the Nice Ride for All program. This is 
an affordable, accessible program 
that provides healthy transportation 
options to residents that qualify for 
certain federal and state assistance 
programs. 
A main safety program is Vision Zero; 
the city installs low-cost 
improvements on highly rated streets 
of  traffic deaths and severe injuries. 
These improvements include curb 
extensions, medians, and lane 
narrowing. Minneapolis will improve 
46 miles of high-crash streets over 
the next few years, reducing crashes 
and encouraging safe driving 
behavior. 
Mobility hubs are located as a part of 
the city’s transportation plan and 
Vision Zero.  Mobility hubs help people 
to connect to different modes of 
transportation. Safety around 
mobility hubs is enhanced through 
bollard bump-outs or hardened 
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centerlines to improve the visibility of 
intersections, reduce dangerous 
turning speeds, and limit the time 
pedestrians are in roadways. 
The Twin Cities created an adaptive 
bike share program called Twin Cities 
Adaptive Cycling, offering 30 adaptive 
bicycles (Appendix figure 7a) and 
training sessions for residents with 
disabilities regardless of age. The Twin 
Cities successfully covered all age and 
ability groups in the planning process 
and introduced different programs and 
initiatives to ensure safety for all users. 
Other safety tools used by Minneapolis 
and Minnesota to increase bike safety 
include: 

● Warning and educational signs 
● Pavement markings  
● Bicycle Boxes/Turn-Queue Boxes  
● “Jug handles” or curb cuts to 

facilitate turning movements  
● Signalization  
● Wayfinding 
● Off-road facilities provide 

queuing areas and areas for 
modes to mix. 

Fairfax City, VA - Enhancing Safe 
Cycling 
Fairfax City, VA, enhanced safety 
through support for active 
transportation programs.  They

introduced bicycle and pedestrian 
safety programs that educate 
residents on local traffic regulations 
that apply to cyclists. Cyclists must 
wear a helmet in Fairfax City, and 
Virginia requires cyclists to use 
headlights and taillights when 
operating between sunset and 
sunrise. These programs encourage 
bike facilities in the city and provide 
information on wayfinding and the 
HAWK signal system used at night. 
Other successful programs in Fairfax 
City include:
Safe Streets for All is a 
comprehensive initiative for the 
safety of pedestrians and bicyclists 
through children's education, policy, 
planning, and design solutions. 
The Smart Street Campaign 
increases driver awareness of 
pedestrians and cyclists. The 
campaign features broadcast and 
outdoor advertising, media relations, 
and outreach events. It is meant to 
complement, not replace, the efforts 
of state and local governments to 
create safer streets and educate 
drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 
Similarly, the Take a Moment 
Campaign teaches residents about 
walking and biking safety in adverse 
weather conditions and other 
stressful occasions.
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Like the Twin Cities, Fairfax City’s 
successful, Safe Routes to School 
program encourages students and 
parents to walk to school every 
Wednesday. Walking on Wednesdays 
helps parents tutor their children 
about safe practices and gives them 
the ability to encourage their children 
to walk daily. The program also 
introduced safety guidelines to help 
parents decide if their children are 
ready to walk to school.
These initiatives and programs exist 
together under the umbrella of safety 
for all ages and abilities to provide the 
best outcomes for safer streets in 
Fairfax City. 

Connectivity
Manassas, VA - Reducing Bike Network 
Gaps
As with many other localities, 
Manassas, VA, once struggled with 
bike network connectivity. A gapless 
bike network is a key to increasing 
cyclist safety and comfort. A 
well-connected bike network also 
boosts bike ridership, reducing reliance 
on personal vehicles and traffic 
congestion. The city currently has 
around 8 miles of bike facilities across 
the city in the form of shared-use 
paths, sharrows, and bike lanes. 

However, for years Manassas lacked a 
coordinated strategy to build facilities 
in a way that prioritizes connectivity 
with transit links or existing bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure. In years 
past, the city built new bike 
infrastructure at opportune times, 
often alongside resurfacing or other 
roadwork projects. This eliminated the 
need for additional road closures and 
traffic delays but resulted in a 
fragmented and unsafe bike network 
within city limits.
Manassas addressed this concern by 
prioritizing projects that would connect 
the disjointed existing bike network. 
The city’s 2019 Transportation Master 
Plan establishes criteria for project 
prioritization that awards up to 9 points 
(out of 15 total points) for access and 
connectivity. Projects are weighted 
based on their ability to remove 
network gaps and improve access to 
schools, parks, transit, grocery stores, 
and employment centers. Likewise, 
Manassas created a street 
classification system that ranks streets 
on traffic volume and the ease of 
adding bike facilities. With these criteria 
in place, Manassas is able to focus on 
bike network improvements that will 
best connect the city in a way that 
prioritizes safety and is 
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cost-effective. For example, the 
highest prioritized project (with 13.5 
points out of 15) is a 0.5-mile stretch 
of road that will link two of the city’s 
primary east-west bike corridors. This 
project will also connect gaps to form a 
vital north-south bikeway that 
Manassas currently lacks. In total, the 
city is planning to build over 40 miles 
of new bike facilities to close gaps and 
connect underserved areas, removing 
current barriers to biking. Completion 
of these crucial connectivity projects 
will ensure residents can bike from any 
two points in Manassas safely and 
comfortably. 

Charlottesville, VA - Using Public 
Engagement to Prioritize Connectivity
Like Manassas, Charlottesville, VA, is 
working to improve connectivity within 
its bike network. In 2015, there were 
9.6 miles of shared-use trails and 30 
miles of on-street bike facilities within 
the city. A key goal of the city’s 2015 
Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan is to 
reduce bike network gaps within the 
city limits as well as increase 
connectivity with bike facilities in 
surrounding Albemarle County. 
Residents and other stakeholders 
identified connectivity issues within 
Charlottesville as a major barrier to 
using bikes as their primary mode of  

transportation. To help locate network 
gaps or underserved areas, the city 
launched an online Wikimap that lets 
the public draw bike routes they would 
like to use and identify destinations 
they would like to visit via bike. The 
Wikimap also allowed the public to 
highlight any physical barriers to 
biking in Charlottesville, such as the 
lack of bike facilities or poor road 
conditions. 
From this public engagement, the city 
has successfully identified areas 
where there was both poor bike 
network connectivity and sufficient 
demand for active transportation. 
Charlottesville prioritized the 
construction of bike facilities that 
addressed these connectivity issues 
over bike facility improvement projects 
elsewhere. Additionally, Charlottesville 
also prioritized bike facilities that 
connected residential areas to the 
Downtown Mall or the University of 
Virginia campus. 
Both areas represent major 
employment and commercial centers 
for the city, so officials worked to 
ensure residents could bike to these 
destinations safely without gaps in the 
bike network. With most vehicle trips in 
Charlottesville ending near the 
Downtown Mall or UVA’s campus, 
increasing connectivity 
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to funding, but Urbana has had some 

success in temporary solutions in 

areas where there are gaps in its 

bicycle network. 

Gaps in the bicycle network can 
create confusion and disincentives 
for people using bicycles, especially 
those who are already uncomfortable 
or less interested in bicycling. While 
Urbana prioritizes filling in gaps within 
its bicycle network, certain gaps will 
remain over time while the funding 
and resources to build the planned 
bicycle infrastructure are secured. To 
ensure that bicyclists and 
pedestrians are aware of proposed 
bikeways and trails that will fill gaps, 
Urbana has allocated funds toward 
ensuring that wayfinding signage is 
installed on proposed bikeways and 
trails in addition to existing facilities. 
In most cases, this comes in the form 
of “bicycles may use the full lane” 
signage and serves to keep bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and vehicles aware of 
and prepared for the continuation of 
the bicycle network in the future. 
Urbana has also designated various 
days for its Open Streets Initiative, 
which temporarily closes streets to 
motorized traffic so that people may 
use them for healthy and fun physical 
activities like walking,

between residential areas and these 
destinations could dramatically reduce 
personal vehicle use and traffic 
congestion. 
Furthermore, the city ensured that the 
Downtown Mall was well connected 
through the bike network to all areas of 
Charlottesville. The Downtown Mall is 
home to municipal government 
buildings, the Downtown Transit 
Center, and an Amtrak station. A 
gapless bike network guarantees that 
low-income residents and students 
can access social services and public 
transportation without relying on 
automobiles. Charlottesville’s efforts to 
increase connectivity by reducing gaps 
in its bike network is why the city is 
ranked by LAB as a Silver level Bicycle 
Friendly Community.  

Implementation  

Urbana, IL - Temporary Solutions 
Urbana, IL, adopted its Bicycle Master 
Plan in 2008 and made some updates 
to the plan in 2016. By 2018, Urbana 
was recognized as a gold level Bicycle 
Friendly Community by LAB, a status 
that they have maintained to this day. 
Like Falls Church, Urbana has 
prioritized certain parts of its proposed 
bicycle network over others, at least in 
part due
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significant potential to benefit the city 
and created this prioritization process 
using the 10-step method described 
in The Active Trans Priority Tool 
Guidebook by the National 
Cooperative Highway Research 
Program. Factors include broad 
themes related to walking and 
bicycling and variables that include 
measurable characteristics related to 
each factor to calculate a score for 
each of the bicycle, trail, and sidewalk 
projects in their plan. The factors, 
variables, and weights for each step 
were developed with significant input 
from the city’s bicycle and pedestrian 
advisory committee and 
interdepartmental technical advisory 
committee.  The factors considered in 
this prioritization process are:

1. Existing and potential demand 
considerations that recognize 
the areas of the city where the 
greatest demand and needs are 
for bicycle and pedestrian 
infrastructure

2. Geography considerations that 
assign a higher score to projects 
on the west side of the city, in 
order to help ensure geographic 
equity

3. Connectivity considerations 
based on whether the project 
provides

bicycling, dancing, jogging, playing, 
and socializing. These days of car-free 
streets provide an opportunity to 
imagine and realize the benefits of a 
fully implemented bicycle network 
while creating opportunities for 
businesses and other sponsors to 
celebrate and bring attention to these 
areas. Falls Church enjoyed similar 
success in its temporary permits that 
allowed local businesses to implement 
outdoor areas and seating on 
closed-off sidewalks and parking lots 
during COVID-19, and it could benefit 
from using similar temporary solutions 
to close off streets to promote 
bicycling. 
 

Alexandria, VA - Prioritization 
Framework 
Alexandria, VA, adopted its 
Transportation Master Plan with its 
Pedestrian and Bicycle chapters in 
2008 and made some updates to 
these chapters in 2016. By 2013, 
Alexandria was recognized as a silver 
level Bicycle Friendly Community by 
LAB, a status that they have 
maintained. One of the key aspects of 
Alexandria’s implementation of its 
master plan was its prioritization 
framework. Alexandria used a 
data-driven prioritization process to 
identify projects that have 
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a continuous connection 
between regional and local 
activity centers

4.  Safety considerations based on 
whether the project addresses 
safety concerns, including the 
number of bicycle and pedestrian 
crashes. 

The variables include features of 
roadways, households, neighborhoods, 
or other data. To help rank the 
proposed projects, each factor 
received an individual weight. 

Table 4a. Alexandria, VA Prioritization Framework:

The weights for each factor were 
recommended by the project team 
using best practices on project 
prioritization and refined by 
numerous stakeholders, including 
city staff, the project management 
team, ad hoc advisory committee 
members, technical advisory 
committee members, and the general 
public. The table below lists the 
factors and variables with their 
corresponding weights.
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Minneapolis, MN - Federal Funding 
Sources

Minneapolis, MN, adopted its Bicycle 
Master Plan in 2011 and made some 
updates in 2015. Within the same year it 
released its Bicycle Master Plan, 
Minneapolis was recognized as a Gold 
level Bicycle Friendly Community by 
LAB, a status that they have maintained 
to this day. Further, they are on the 
verge of being recognized as a Platinum 
level Bicycle Friendly Community within 
the next year. One of the key aspects of 
Minneapolis’ success is its ability to 
secure federal funding for its proposed 
bicycle network and infrastructure. 
Minneapolis has secured the funding 
from the following federal loan 
programs: Better Utilizing Investments 
to Leverage Development (BUILD),  
loans from Transportation 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation 
Act (TIFIA), Federal Transit 
Administration Capital Funds (FTA), 
Associated Transit Improvement (ATI), 
Highway Safety Improvement Program 
(HSIP), National Highway Performance 
Program (NHPP), Surface 
Transportation Block Grant Program 
(STBG), Transportation Alternatives 
Set-Aside (TA), Recreational Trails 
Program (RTP), and Safe Routes to 
School Program/Activities (SRTS). 

The chart on the next page depicts 
how each of the aforementioned 
federal loans may be used for several 
types of bicycle infrastructure.

Alexandria, VA – Developer 
Contributions
The majority of the revenue sources 
identified in the Alexandria’s 
2016-2025 Transportation and 
Infrastructure Capital Improvement 
Program are local funding programs, 
including bonds, the general fund, 
and private developer contributions. 
With that, Alexandria only allocates 
2% of its total transportation budget 
toward bicycling, which is well below 
the 16.2% average of the cities we 
reviewed; however, within the 
budget, money is allocated toward 
ensuring there are at least two 
full-time employees dedicated to 
supervising and implementing 
bicycle and pedestrian plans.
Alexandria requires developers to 
provide, at no charge, secure bicycle 
storage facilities and determines the 
number of facilities owned by 
developers by the following 
categories: office, retail, residential, 
or hotel. It further narrows down 
what type of facility is required at a 
minimum based on category, with 
three classes assigned to define 
these types: 
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Class 1 is defined as a locked 
storage room or cage suitable for 
long-term storage. 
Class 2 is defined as protected or 
covered bicycle parking suitable for 
short-term or long-term storage. 
Class 3 is defined as a light security 
storage system for visitor parking 
suitable for short-term storage.  

The office bicycle storage requirement 
for bicycle parking is one employee 
space for every 7,500 square feet, or 
portion thereof, of office floor area and 
one visitor space

Table 4b. 
Potential 
Funding 

Sources for 
Minneapolis, 

MN:

for every 20,000 square feet, or 
portion thereof, of office floor area 
to the satisfaction of the Director of 
the Department of Transportation & 
Environmental Services. 
The retail bicycle storage 
requirement is two Class 2 or Class 
3 spaces for every 10,000 square 
feet, or portion thereof, of the first 
50,000 square feet of retail floor 
area and one space for every 12,500 
square feet, or portion thereof, of 
additional retail floor 
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area and one employee space for 
every 25,000 square feet, or portion 
thereof, of retail floor area with bicycle 
parking spaces that shall be installed 
at exterior locations that are within 50 
feet of the entrance for retail 
customers and employees and 
approved by the Director of the 
Department of Transportation & 
Environmental Services. 
The residential bicycle storage 
requirement is three spaces for every 
ten residential units or portion thereof, 
and one visitor space for every 50 
residential units, or portion thereof, to 
the satisfaction of the Director of the 
Department of Transportation & 
Environmental Services that shall 
consist of Class 1 or Class 2 bicycle 
parking, except for visitor spaces, 
which may only consist of Class 2 or 
Class 3 bicycle parking. The hotel 
requirement is one rack per 15 rooms 
for less than 75 rooms and six visitor 
racks for a hotel with more than 75 
rooms with visitor and employee 
spaces required to consist of Class 2 or 
Class 3 bicycle parking. 
For other infrastructures, such as 
bicycle lanes and trails, there is a less 
prescribed process. For most of 
Alexandria’s bigger projects with 
approximately a full block or multiblock 
of development, developers are 

required to design and build out any 
bicycle infrastructure adjacent to 
their site that is 
planned in Alexandria’s 
Transportation Master Plan or Small 
Area Plans for the area the project is 
in. 
On rare occasions, if Alexandria is 
working on a project already to 
complete a bicycle lane or trail in the 
vicinity of a project, it may ask a 
developer to provide a monetary 
contribution toward the project 
rather than having the developer 
build it themselves. 
The amount to be contributed would 
depend on variables such as the size 
of the project and anticipated trips 
generated by the project, but 
Alexandria does not have any 
standard rates for this process and 
calculates these contributions on a 
case-by-case basis.
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Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) is a “data 
driven approach to evaluating 
bikeways by matching up roadway 
design, traffic volume and motor 
vehicle speeds to individual 
perceptions of cyclist comfort and a 
willingness to travel out of one’s way 
to maintain that level of comfort” (Alta 
Planning, 2017). While it is a subjective 
measurement limited by travel data 
availability and cyclist cooperation, 
inputs also include posted or observed 
speed, the presence and width and 
location of bike lanes, proximity to 
roadways (or location in the roadway 
itself, traffic volume, congestion, driver 
habits and gaps in the network (Alta 
Planning, 2017). Traffic stress is a 
perception of a number of factors 
including safety issues, distance of 
travel, and terrain (whether paved, 
unpaved, trail or non-trail-based 
travel). 
Typology

Linked with Level of Traffic Stress or 
LTS, are the “Four Types of Cyclists” 
which was originally devised by Roger 
Geller, Bicycle Coordinator for the City 
of Portland Oregon’s Office of 
Transportation  in his work Four Types 
of Cyclists in 2006. According to 
Geller, the cycling population could be  
loosely divided up into four distinct 

cycling groups described below. 

1.  Strong and Fearless: People who 
are willing to bicycle with limited or 
no bicycle specific infrastructure

2. Enthused and Confident: People 
willing to bicycle if some 
bicycle-specific infrastructure is in 
place. 

3. Interested but Concerned: People 
willing to bicycle if high-quality 
bicycle infrastructure is in place

4. No Way, No How: People unwilling 
to bicycle even if high-quality bicycle 
infrastructure is in place” (Geller, 
2006). An illustrated depiction of LTS 
groups 1-4.

Initial Idea and Survey Data
In 2006, based on several decades of 
professional experience in bicycle 
planning, Geller estimated that the 
Portland population  could be 
categorized into the 4 groups 
described above: <1% of the 
population are Strong and Fearless, 
roughly 7% are Enthused and 
Confident, 60% can be considered 
Interested but Concerned and the 
remaining 32% fall into the No Way, 
No How Category (Geller, 2006).
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In 2015 Dr. Jennifer Dill conducted a 
similar survey across the 50 largest 
Metros across the United States with 
the responses being: 7% falling into the 
Strong and Fearless category, 5% being 
in the Enthused and Confident class, 
the majority of the respondents 51% 
classified as being Interested but 
Concerned and 37% rounding out the 
responses as being No Way, No How 
(Dill, 2015). Overall, the responses are 
somewhat similar however the national 
survey indicates less people fall into 
LTS 3 or Interested but Concerned (51% 
Nationally vs. 56% in Portland vs 60% 
for Geller)  than Geller’s initial and the 
Portland surveys demonstrated with 
more people considering themselves as 
No Way, No How (37% nationally vs. 31% 
in Portland and 33% for Geller’s original 
survey). 

The question that remains is for which 
group should bicycle infrastructure be 
built for? That will be addressed in the 
next section. 

Linking User Types to Infrastructure

Based on the available data according 
to Alta Planning, bicycle infrastructure 
should be built for the majority of the 
population who identify as Interested 
but Concerned. The reasoning for this is 
that “if we make bike networks safe

and comfortable for the interested but 
concerned, or the majority of the 
population, the more people will use it, 
and more people will become more 
physically active” (Alta Planning, 
2017). 

The Strong and Fearless segment will 
ride regardless of level and type of 
infrastructure and the No Way, No How 
will refuse to ride regardless of any 
type of bicycle infrastructure 
implementation and improvements 
being made. As a result, the Interested 
but Concerned, which make up the 
majority of the cycling population, are 
the focus of bikeway design. If more 
infrastructure can be built that can 
cater to their needs effectively, this 
will encourage new riders to become 
involved with cycling or at least try it 
as the other groups are very unlikely 
to be swayed in their determination (or 
lack thereof) to utilize cycling 
infrastructure. What that 
infrastructure could look like will be 
examined in the following section.
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What Infrastructure Could Look Like?

The interested but Concerned are 
looking for low stress routes with a high 
degree of comfort which cater not only 
to experienced cyclists (Alta Planning, 
2017). In collaboration with the City of 
Berkeley California, Alta Planning asked 
residents to visualize and rate potential 
infrastructure facilities based on their 
level of comfort ranging from 1 as being 
very uncomfortable to 4 as being very 
comfortable. Infrastructure that rated a
4 were things like physically separated 
two lane bikeways, a four-lane street 
with a separated bikeway, and paved 
paths. As the scale gets closer to 1 the 
least comfortable infrastructure such 
as a four-lane street with a buffered 
bike lane (3), a four-lane street with a 
solitary bike lane (2), and culminating in 
a four-lane street with faster and 
heavier traffic as a 1.0, with those and 
other examples shown below (Alta 
Planning, 2017). 

In order to target, attract and retain 
Interested but Concerned riders, cities 
will need to implement the types of 
bicycle infrastructure that will enable 
those cyclists to feel safe and 
comfortable. Ideally, a dedicated bike 
lane that is both physically separated 
and

protected from any type of vehicular 
traffic is recommended however that is 
not always feasible as those options 
tend to be more costly to implement. 
That being said, infrastructure such as 
paved paths separated from the 
street, facilities similar to that of 
Bicycle Boulevards and dedicated 
buffered lanes would all be effective in 
attracting and retaining Interested but 
Concerned users as it would afford 
them some level of protection that 
enables them to feel safe and 
comfortable in their cycling needs. The 
key is to not implement infrastructure 
that benefits only one type of cyclist, 
as cycling is an inclusive, welcoming 
and sustainable mode of 
transportation as well as a hobby that 
that everyone should be able to 
engage in should they so choose.
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Introduction
This Design Guide compiles facilities 
selection criteria based on roadway 
characteristics, geometric design 
standards, and signage 
recommendations from design 
manuals issued by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA), the 
Association of American State 
Highway Officials (AASHTO), and the 
National Association of City 
Transportation Officials (NACTO). It also 
includes FHWA guidance on bike 
parking facilities and demand planning. 
Finally – relating to a major 
recommendation of this report – it 
details essential components of Bike 
Boulevard networks.
The Design Guide should give the 
reader a broad overview of existing 
facility types and selection guidance 
from federal, state, and local sources.
Physically Separated Facilities 
Physically separated bike lanes protect 
cyclists by physically separating them 
from motorized vehicular traffic. 
Physical separation is preferred on 
roadways with speeds in excess of 30 
mph and volumes above 6,000 ADT 
(Federal Highway Administration 
[FHWA], 2019). When installed at the 
roadway level, bike lanes should be 
separated by a buffer that includes 
vertical elements such as 

bollards, wheel stops, or raised 
medians (DDOT, 2020). A vehicular 
parking lane can also be utilized as a 
buffer against car traffic. When 
installed at the sidewalk level, the use 
of differently colored or textured 
pavement can delineate bike lanes 
from pedestrian space. Physically 
separated bike lanes are associated 
with a reduction in cyclist fatalities 
and serious injuries and with an 
increase in a modal shift to cycling 
(Buehler & Pucher, 2021). 
One-Way Protected Bike Lanes
One-way protected bike lanes are 
typically used on high-stress 
roadways with high speeds and 
vehicle volumes and on streets with 
parking lanes. If it is located beside a 
parking lane, a parking buffer should 
be provided to prevent door collisions. 
The desired width of the buffer is 3 
feet. To separate pedestrian and 
bicyclist sidewalk curbs should be 
used. The minimum width of the bike 
lane is 5-7 feet. A wider lane is 
desirable at high cyclist volumes or on 
uphill sections. To improve visibility, 
parking should be restricted to 30 feet 
of the intersection. (National 
Association of City Transportation 
Officials [NACTO], 2014). At the 
beginning of the bicycle 
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lane, and in regular intervals, pavement 
markings with the text “bicycle lane,” 
bicyclist symbol, and arrow marking 
should be used (MUTCD figure 9C-3 in 
FHWA, 2009).

Two-Way Protected Bike Lanes
Two-way protected bike lanes allow 
two-way bicycle movement on one side 
of the road. The design characteristics 
are similar to one-way protected bike 
lanes, but special consideration must be 
given at driveways and side street 
crossings, as contra-flow cyclist 
movement deviates from expected 
traffic patterns. This facility can be 
appropriate on streets where one-way 
protected bike lanes cannot be provided 
on both sides due to a lack of space. 
Furthermore, it is used on streets where 
contra-flow bike travel is desired due to 
the existence of more destinations on 
one side of the road.

The desirable width of the bike lane is 
12 feet, with a dashed yellow line 
used to separate the two-way bicycle 
traffic. Separation from vehicular 
traffic with a concrete median is 
preferred to make the bike lane 
permanent (NACTO, 2014).

Raised Cycle Tracks
Raised cycle tracks may include 
one-way or two-way bike lanes. It is 
vertically separated from vehicular 
traffic and placed at the sidewalk 
level. For better protection of 
cyclists, parking lanes or other 
barriers are used between the cycle 
track and motor vehicle lane. As 
motor vehicles cannot enter the 
cycle track, it attracts a wider variety 
of users offering a safe cycling 
experience than a less separated bike 
lane. 
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Figure 4.1 One-Way Protected Lane
(Source: Authors)

Figure 4.2 Two-Way Protected Lane
(Source: Authors)
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At intersections, it can be managed at 
sidewalk level with a dedicated bicycle 
signal, or it can also be dropped to the 
street level. It is applied to streets 
where bicyclists may find it difficult due 
to high traffic volume, speed, multiple 
lanes, etc. The desirable minimum width 
for the one-way raised cycle track and 
two way raised cycle tracks are 2 
meters and 3 meters (NACTO, 2014).

Figure 4.3 Raised Cycle Track 
(Source: NACTO)

Visually Separated Facilities
Visually separated bike lanes delineate 
dedicated roadway operating space for 
bicycles and motor vehicles, using 
pavement markings (conventional bike 
lanes) rather than physical barriers. This 
is a trade-off between the increased 
comfort and safety of separated 
facilities and high capital costs. 
Roadways appropriate for conventional 
bike lanes have a maximum speed limit 
of 25 mph and a maximum volume of 
3,000 ADT. 

(FHWA, 2019). NACTO (2014) 
recommends a minimum width of 5’ 
for conventional bike lanes. 
Conventional bike lanes should have 
a width of 6’ alongside street parking 
to minimize potential door zone 
conflicts. The standard pavement 
marking for conventional bike lanes is 
MUTCD figure 93-C (FHWA, 2009).
A conventional bike lane without 
parking should be alongside the curb, 
alongside where the front lot lines 
meet the street line (“street edge”), or 
alongside the joining of pavement 
between lanes (“longitudinal joint”). 
They should have a minimum width of 
5’. When there is parking alongside a 
conventional bike lane, the bike lane 
width should be 6’ (NACTO, 2014), but 
a minimum of 12’ where the curb face 
is to the edge of the bike lane in areas 
with parking. The lane should be 
marked with a word and/or arrow 
symbol (MUTCD figure 9C-3). 
Markings should be placed at the 
beginning of the bike lane, the far 
side of all bike path crossings, the far 
side of all arterial crossings, and 
major changes in direction. Markings 
should be placed at intervals no more 
than ½ mile and at the beginning and 
end of bike lane pockets (a bicycle 
lane to the left of
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the right turn lane and alongside a 
straight travel lane at an intersection). 
Signage should include a Bike Lane 
sign (MUTCD R3-17) and No Parking 
sign (MUTCD R8-3).
Buffered Bike lane
A buffered bike lane is similar to a 
conventional one, except it has a 
buffer zone that increases the 
separation between moving motor 
vehicles and bicycles. The buffer is 
delineated with two solid lines and 
diagonal hatching and should be 2-3’ 
wide. Roadways appropriate for a 
buffered bike lane have a vehicle 
volume of 3,000 to 9,000 ADT (DDOT, 
2020) and a maximum speed limit of 
25 mph. Travel side buffered lanes next 
to parking should have a minimum 
width of 5’ and, in areas with high bike 
volume, 7’. It is required that the words 
“bicycle lane” or symbols with arrow 
markings be on these bike lanes 
(MUTCD figure 9C-3).

Figure 4.4 Buffered Bike Lane
(Source: NACTO)

Contraflow bike lanes
Contraflow bike lanes are useful for 
one-way, low-speed, low-volume 
streets where bicycle flow is against 
the motor vehicle traffic flow. 
However, if there is sufficient space, 
buffered bike lanes should be used 
instead. Contraflow bike lanes should 
include a solid double yellow line 
marking or raised median yellow 
striping to separate opposing motor 
vehicle traffic. Intersection traffic 
controls (stop signs and traffic 
signals) should be oriented to bikers 
on contraflow bike lanes. Contraflow 
bike lanes should have bike lane 
word/symbol and arrow markings 
(MUTCD figure 9C-3). Signage for 
contraflow bike lanes should include 
a One-Way sign with Except Bike 
plaque (MUTCD R6-1, R6-2), a Do Not 
Enter sign with Except Bikes plaque 
(MUTCD R5-1), and a No Turn on Red 
sign (MUTCD R10-11).

Figure 4.4 Buffered Bike Lane

Figure 4.5 Contraflow Bike Lane
(Source: NACTO)
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Left sided Bike lanes
Left-sided bike lanes are appropriate on 
one-way, median-divided streets with 
frequent bus stops, truck loading zones 
on the right side, high parking turnover, 
rush hour parking restrictions, or a high 
volume of right-turn movements by 
motor vehicles and left-turning 
bicyclists. Left-sided bike lane width in 
areas without parking should be 6’ 
alongside the curb face and at least 3’ 
alongside the street edge or 
longitudinal joint. The bike lane width 
alongside parking should be 6’ (NACTO, 
2014). Design guidance is the same as 
conventional bike lanes. Left-sided bike 
lanes should utilize bike lane 
word/symbol and arrow markings 
(MUTCD figure 9C-3). Signage for 
left-sided bike lanes should include a 
Left Lane Only sign (MUTCD R3 Series) 
and a yield to bikes sign (MUTCD 
R10-15).

Figure 4.6 Left Sided Bike Lane
(Source: NACTO)

Intersection Treatments
Intersection treatments are meant to 
resolve queuing issues, reduce 
vehicle conflict, increase visibility, and 
delineate a right of way (NACTO, 
2014). Elements included in 
intersection treatments are medians, 
pavement markings, color, symbols, 
and signage. Examples of intersection 
treatments include through bike 
lanes, combined bike lanes, cycle 
track intersections, bike boxes, 
intersection crossing markings, 
two-stage turn queue boxes, and 
median refuge islands.

Bike Box
Bike boxes allow cyclists to safely get 
ahead of the traffic during the red 
signal phase at intersections. Bike 
boxes improve the visibility of 
bicyclists to the traffic and provide 
priority to bicyclists for crossing major 
intersections at signalized bicycle 
boulevards. Bike boxes are typically 
applied to intersections with higher 
traffic and bicycle volume with 
left-right turning conflicts between 
them. The box that holds the 
bicyclists should be 10-16 feet deep 
with a stop line (MUTCD 3B.16) for 
motor vehicles. Pavement markings 
with a bike symbol (MUTCD 9C-3A) or 
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helmeted cyclist symbol (MUTCD 
9C-3B) and coloring should be provided 
(NACTO,2014).

Figure 4.7 Bike Box
(Source: NACTO)

Intersection Crossing Marking
Intersection crossing marking guides 
bicyclists to cross the intersection 
safely, providing the intended path for 
bicycles. In potential conflict areas, it 
helps to raise awareness among 
bicyclists and motorists. To provide 
predictable bicycle movements, it is 
used at wide and complex intersections 
with bike lanes where the bicycle path is 
unclear. The bicycle crossing space 
should be bound using a dotted line 
(MUTCD 3B.08). It is not applicable to 
intersections where yield priorities are 
expected from bicycles (NACTO, 2014). 

Figure 4.8 Crossing Marking
(Source: Authors)

Two-Stage Turn Queue Boxes
Two-stage turn queue boxes help 
bicyclists to safely maneuver a left 
turn from a right-side cycle lane or 
vice versa by providing a queue box. 
Although it improves safety, it has a 
higher average signal delay as the 
bicyclists have to wait for two green 
signals at the intersection. Two-stage 
turn queue boxes also help to reduce 
the conflict between bicyclists and 
motor vehicles. It is typically applied 
to multi-lane roads, which also 
include bicycle tracks. A “No Turn on 
Red” (MUTCD 2B.54) signal should be 
placed in cities that permit right turns 
in red signals (NACTO,2014). 
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Figure 4.9 Two-Stage Queue Box
(Source: Authors)

Median Refuge Island
Median refuge islands are placed in the 
center of the road and help bicycle 
crossing as the two stage turn queuing 
area. It helps to calm the traffic by 
reducing the roadway width physically 
and restricting left turn of motor 
vehicles. Median Refuge Island also 
reduces the crossing length and unlike 
two stage turn queue boxes it reduces 
the crossing delays. It is placed on 
streets with higher traffic volume and 
speed with fewer gaps to cross both 
directions of vehicular movement. The 
length of the refuge island should be 
more than 6 feet with an angled cut (45 
degrees) to hold bicyclists to face 
oncoming traffic. For motorists, 
“Advanced Stop” sign and marking 
(MUTCD 3B.16, 2B.11, 2B.12) should be 
used. 

Figure 4.10 Median Refuge Island
(Source: NACTO)

Through Bike Lanes
Bike lanes are useful on streets with 
right-turn-only lanes or 
left-turn-only intersections. They 
utilize a dashed bike lane and should 
be 6’ long with a width of 4’. These 
bike lanes should be placed where 
the right or left motor vehicle traffic 
lane terminates with turn lanes or 
transitions into a turn lane at 
intersections. For right turn-only 
motor vehicle traffic lanes, the 
through bike lanes should be placed 
to the left of the street lane and not 
used on streets with double right turn 
lanes. Right-turn-only motor vehicle 
traffic lanes should be as short as 
possible to limit the speed of cars in 
the right-turn lane. Bicycle lane, 
words and/or symbols, and arrow 
markings must be used to identify 
the bike lane. (MUTCD figure 9C-3). 
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Required signage is as follows, Right 
Lane Must Turn Right (MUTCD R3-7R)
and Begin Right Turn Yield to Bikes 
(MUTCD R4-4).

Combined Bike Lanes
Combined bike lanes are appropriate on 
streets with a non-dedicated right turn 
lane that cannot have a standard-width 
bike lane. Combined bike lanes use a 4” 
dotted line and some form of bicycle 
marking to clarify the bicyclist 
positioning within the combined lane 
and should have a width of 4’. They are 
used on streets with a high volume of 
right-turning motor vehicle traffic 
conflicting with bicyclists. However, 
they are inappropriate at intersections 
with very high peak motor vehicle right 
turn demand. The bike lanes should 
have bicycle lane marking and right 
turn-only signage.

Cycle Track Intersections
A cycle track is physically separated 
from motor traffic and distinct from 
the sidewalk. The cycle track 
intersection approach is useful where 
turning movements by motor vehicles 
across the path of the bicyclist (either 
left or right) is allowed as well as on 
streets with a single dedicated right 
turn lane for motor vehicles. The 
width of a cycle track intersection 
should be a minimum of 4 feet and 
30’ to 50’ away from parking to 
improve visibility. To slow bicyclist 
speed prior to the transition out of 
the cycle track, tactile warnings or 
pavement markings should be used. 
There should be intersection crossing 
markings and two-stage turn queue 
boxes.
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Figure 4.11 Combined Bike Lane
(Source: NACTO)

Figure 4.12 Combined Bike Lane
(Source: NACTO)
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Shared Lane Facilities
The following section will cover three 
shared lane configurations: marked 
shared lanes, “super-sharrows,” and 
edge lane roads (i.e., advisory lanes). It 
will also cover the Bike Boulevard 
concept and components such as 
traffic calming devices.
Marked Shared Lanes
Marked shared lanes (i.e., sharrows) 
serve to (1) alert motorists cyclists’ 
presence in the roadway and (2) assist 
cyclists to achieve safer lateral 
positioning relative to hazards at the 
edge of the traveled way. On roads with 
street parking, these hazards include 
car doors being opened into the 
traveled way. Appropriate roadways for 
this facility should have a maximum 
volume of 3,000 ADT (FHWA, 2019). 
AASHTO (2012) recommends a 
maximum speed of 35 mph, while FHWA 
(2019) recommends a maximum speed 
of 25 mph.
The preferred roadway marking for 
shared lanes is a bicycle icon with 
directional chevrons (MUTCD figure 
9C.9). Roadway markings should be 
placed 4 feet from the edge of the 
traveled way (AASHTO, 2012). Preferred 
signage is a bicycle icon with the text 
“May Use Full Lane” (MUTCD R4-11). 
Another common sign on marked 
shared lane roadways,

a bicycle icon with the text “Share 
The Road,” should be avoided. Its 
meaning can be misinterpreted by 
motorists: if they understand the 
sign’s text to refer to cyclists, they 
may display more aggressive driving 
behavior (Furth et al, 2011).
“Super-Sharrows”
Super-sharrows define a more 
dominant lane position as bicycle 
operating space. Implementation 
examples include a 4’-wide solid 
green band (Salt Lake City, UT), and a 
5’-wide dotted lane (Brookline, MA), 
accompanying sharrow markings in 
the center of the travel lane. 
Supersharrows demarcate a 
“lane-within-a-lane” (Furth et al, 
2011), normalizing the convention 
that drivers must yield to bicycles in 
shared lanes.
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Figure 4.13 Super-Sharrow
(Source: Furth et al, 2011)
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Evaluation of Marked Shared Lanes
Shared lane markings have been 
shown to improve the lateral 
positioning of cyclists, placing them in 
a lane-controlling position on shared 
roadways. This positioning reduces 
exposure to hazards at the edge of the 
traveled way, such as conflicts with car 
doors being opened into the travel lane 
(FHWA, 2010). Folleta et al (2013) found 
that super-sharrow implementation in 
Oakland improved cyclist positioning 
relative to parked cars, keeping more 
cyclists outside of the door zone. 
However, their findings also suggest 
that the percentage of drivers passing 
bicycles at a safe distance (over >3’) 
decreased, perhaps due to drivers 
feeling more comfortable passing at 
unsafe distances when bicycle 
operating space is more clearly 
defined.
Edge Lane Roads/Advisory Bike 
Lanes
While sharrows are the dominant 
shared lane facility in North America, 
they do not represent the only option 
for shared lane configurations, and 
their suitability is contested among 
researchers. Furth (2021) calls 
sharrows “both a failure and a farce” 
(p. 95) and, along with others (Williams, 
2018; 2019), advocates for the 
adoption of a common European 

shared lane configuration: edge lane 
roads (ELRs).
Also known as advisory bike lanes – a 
translation from the Dutch term 
suggestion lanes – ELRs are 
considered an experimental 
treatment by the FHWA and may 
require an approved Request to 
Experiment (RTE) to implement. At 
the time of writing, FHWA has 
indicated it is not approving new 
RTEs for ELRs (FHWA Denial of 
Requests, n.d.). Jurisdictions 
continue to implement and operate 
ELRs outside the RTE process; 
however, they should consider 
funding sources, potential legal 
liability, and alternate interpretations 
of the MUTCD before proceeding (M. 
Williams, personal communication, 
October 30, 2022).
Layout & Operation
The ELR design consists of one 
bidirectional center lane, without a 
dividing center line, for motor 
vehicles. At the road’s periphery are 
two dashed unidirectional lanes, 
demarcating preferential space for 
bicycle operation. When using ELRs, 
motorists travel in the bidirectional 
center lane. When an oncoming 
vehicle approaches, each motorist 
merges into the advisory lane, 
yielding to bicycles.
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Recommended width for the two-way 
vehicle lane is 13.5-16’, while the 
peripheral advisory cycling lanes should 
be 6’ wide (FHWA, 2016). Excessively 
wide center lanes can create motorist 
uncertainty about whether merging 
into the edge lane is necessary when 
passing oncoming vehicles, decreasing 
the safety of ELRs (Williams, 2019). 
Recommended vehicle volume is a 
maximum of 3,000 ADT. As the MUTCD 
requires center lines on roadways 
exceeding 6,000 ADT, the ELR design 
cannot be implemented above this 
volume limit. A speed limit of 25 mph is 
the recommended maximum for this 
facility (Williams, 2019).

Evaluation of ELRs
ELRs are a novel roadway configuration 
in North America, and therefore, 
empirical evaluation is limited. 
However, ELRs has been shown to 
improve lateral distances given to

bicycles by overtaking motorists, with 
a large majority of observed 
overtaking events showing over 3’ of 
separation (Williams, 2019). 
Furthermore, while the designation of 
a single, bidirectional vehicle lane can 
cause alarm, ELRs has been shown to 
reduce motor vehicle crash risk 
(Williams et al, 2022).

Local results corroborate more 
general findings. The City of 
Alexandria installed an ELR on 
Potomac Greens Drive with a 16-17.5’ 
bidirectional vehicle lane, two 5’ 
advisory lanes, and two 8’ parking 
lanes. An evaluation measured an 
average reduction in 85th percentile 
speeds from 37.6 mph to 32.8 mph 
and a nearly 50% reduction in vehicle 
volume from 1425 to 779 ADT (City of 
Alexandria, n.d.).
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Figure 4.14 Operation of an Edge Lane Road 
(Source: FHWA, 2016, Small Town Rural and Multimodal Networks)
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Bike Boulevards
The Bike Boulevard design concept 
combines marked shared lanes with 
traffic calming and identifying and 
wayfinding signage. Together, these 
devices optimize lower-speed and 
lower-volume streets for cycling while 
managing the speed and volume of 
cars. It must be emphasized that Bike 
Boulevards are more than just 
sharrows: they deploy a range of vehicle 
speed, volume, and access constraints 
to reduce LTS on shared roadways.
A network approach enhances the 
effectiveness of Bike Boulevards. They 
are best implemented parallel to busy 
arterials, providing comparable access 
to major trip-generating land uses

(NACTO, 2014). Interventions should 
maximize connectivity for bicycles 
while limiting motor vehicle 
throughput. Examples of increasing 
connectivity include public access 
easements for short paths 
connecting discontinuous streets. 
Examples of vehicle volume 
management include diverters or 
forced turns at intersections, 
ensuring the route is continuous for 
bicycles while creating discontinuity 
for cars (Furth, 2021).

Signage
Identifying signage identifies Bike 
Routes to cyclists and alerts 
motorists to expect higher bicycle 
volumes. Identifying signage can also 
serve as a “Branding” mechanism to 
raise community awareness. 
Wayfinding signage alerts cyclists to 
the distance and direction of major 
trip-generating land uses, warns if 
turns will be required, and advises 
cyclists how to stay on the Bike 
Route. Recommended Signage 
includes MUTCD D11-1 and D1-3c 
(FHWA, 2009).
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Figure 4.15 Edge Lane Road
(Source: City of Alexandria)
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Traffic calming interventions can also 
effectively mediate vehicle speeds and 
volumes without prohibiting vehicular 
access. This report highlights four 
effective treatments: Bicycle-Friendly 
Speed Humps, Mini-Roundabouts, Curb 
Extensions, and Chicanes, citing 
research compiled by the FHWA (FHWA, 
n.d.).

Speed Humps
Speed humps reduce motor vehicle 
speeds by an average of 6-13 mph and 
vehicle volumes by an average of 20% 
ADT. VDOT recommends 500’ spacing. 
Research shows, however, that motor 
vehicle speeds increase by 0.5-1 mph per 
100’ of spacing. More frequently spaced 
speed humps will likely result in more 
effective speed management. 
Bike-Friendly Speed Humps feature 
narrow channels allowing cyclists to 
traverse them more easily.

Mini-Roundabouts
Mini-Roundabouts lower motor vehicle 
speeds by an average of 5 to 10 miles per 
hour and vehicle volumes by an average 
of 29%. Center islands can feature curbs 
or planters, or they can be designed to 
be mountable by larger vehicles. 
Mountable center islands should feature 
a pavement type that differs from 
roadway pavement, clearly delineating 
the center island from travel lanes. 
Mini-roundabouts have the highest 
effect on vehicle speed and volume 
when deployed in a series. Finally, this 
traffic calming treatment minimizes 
forced stops, which can be 
disadvantageous to cyclists.
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Figure 4.16 MUTCD D11-1 & D1-3c
(Source: FHWA, 2009)

Figure 4.17 Bike Boulevard Signage
(Source: Montgomery County, MD)

Traffic Calming
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Curb Extensions
Curb Extensions narrow travel lanes, 
causing a reduction in vehicle speeds. 
At intersections, they are commonly 
called Bulbouts or Neckdowns. They 
shorten curb radii, lowering average 
vehicle turning speeds. Mid-block they 
are commonly called Chokers. They 
achieve a slight reduction in average 
vehicle speeds on approach. Curb 
Extensions have not been shown to 
affect vehicle volumes.

Chicanes
Chicanes are lateral shifts in travel 
lanes, creating a curvilinear path that 
motorists must navigate. They lower 
speeds more effectively when including 
a raised median, preventing motorists 
from cutting a straight path across a 
painted centerline. Chicanes have not 
been shown to affect vehicle volumes.

Vehicle Diverters
Effective vehicle speed and volume 
reduction may require the installation 
of diverters to create a continuous 
route for bicycles but a discontinuous 
route for cars. Median islands and 
diagonal diverters can be applied at 
intersections to force motor vehicles 
to turn while allowing bicycles to pass 
through. Diverters can also be placed 
mid-block to shift cars onto other 
routes, lowering volumes on Bike 
Boulevards.
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Figure 4.18 Mini Roundabout
(Source: NACTO)

Figure 4.19 Chicane With Raised Median
(Source: FHWA)
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Evaluation of Bike Boulevards
Empirical studies of Bike Boulevards 
have generally shown increased cyclist 
safety and satisfaction, with mixed 
results on increasing modal share. A 
study in Berkeley, CA, found a clear 
safety advantage: bicycle crash rates 
were 80-700% higher on parallel 
arterials than on Bike Boulevards 
(Minikel, 2012). A study of route 
selection using GPS data found that 
cyclists tend to choose Bike Boulevards 
over arterials with bike lanes (Broach, 
Dill & Gliebe, 2012). Qualitative research 
has linked Bike Boulevard to higher 
reported cyclist satisfaction and cycling 
trip frequency (Larouche, Patel, & 
Copeland, 2021). 

There is less evidence; however, 
that Bike Boulevards drive modal 
shift. A longitudinal study by Dill et al 
(2014) found no evidence of 
increased ridership after Bike 
Boulevard construction (though the 
authors note that insufficient time 
may have passed between before 
and after observations). Indeed, Bike 
Boulevards are often preferred over 
separate lanes on busier streets by 
experienced urban cyclists – 
including, in the Netherlands, 
schoolchildren (Furth, 2021) – but 
they may be less effective at inducing 
new bicycle users.

Incremental Steps in Cambridge, 
MA
In 2010, FHWA researchers 
conducted an evaluation of shared 
lane markings along several blocks of 
Massachusetts Avenue in Cambridge, 
MA (FHWA, 2010). By 2020, the 
Massachusetts Avenue had visually 
separated bike lanes on both sides of 
the street. Most of the corridor now 
has protected bike lanes and the City 
continues to upgrade these facilities 
incrementally (City of Cambridge, 
2022). 
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Figure 4.20 Vehicle Diverters
(Source: NACTO)
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In 2019, the City of Providence, RI, 
installed a two-way protected bike lane 
on Eaton Street at the cost of $63,000. 
Lacking stakeholder buy-in and the 
support of the ward councilor and 
facing community anger over the 
removal of street parking, the facility 
was removed only one month later at 
the cost of $64,000 (NBC 10 News, 
2019). Mitigating “bikelash” (Wild et al, 
2018) requires thorough stakeholder 
engagement and solid political will. 
Failure in this regard can result in a 
six-figure setback, as in the case of 
Providence. Given limited funds for 
bicycle infrastructure improvements, 
Falls Church should take caution from 
Providence’s example.

Conclusion
If the City only paints sharrows and 
adds a few speed humps – without 
implementing other devices to reduce 
vehicle speeds, volumes, and access 
– it will not have adopted this report’s 
recommendation (see below). 
Likewise, interventions to create 
low-stress shared streets should not 
be limited to the seven 
highest-priority routes identified in 
this report (see below). 
Immediately implementing a Bike 
Boulevard network should be the first 
step toward physically separated 
bicycle facilities in Falls Church. 
Incremental steps may be needed to 
generate the critical mass of public 
buy in that difficult trade-offs require.
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Best Practices
PART 4: BIKE PARKING

Increasing the number of bike riders, in 
addition to improving the roads, also 
requires installing parking that ensures 
that riders can store safely, efficiently, 
and at a low cost their bicycles, while 
they are developing their activities. 
Community benefits of short-term 
parking include order, organization, and 
the limitation of pedestrian obstruction 
(Foundry, R., n.d.). Business benefits 
include increasing cyclist customers at 
establishments with bike parking and 
the reduction of land costs. Ten bikes 
can be parked in every single bicycle 
parking spot. 
Depending on the bike trip's finality and 
the duration of the time parked, there 
are short-term and long-term solutions. 
Short-term parking is for short stops of 
up to 2 hours. Their installation is 
usually outdoor, and it is recommended 
for businesses and institutions. Due to 
the infrequency of visitors, it is 
recommended to be visible (Broom, N. 
2015). Long-term parking is designed 
for users that leave their bikes 
unattended for several hours, like 
transit rides, workers, and residents. 
This type of parking offers covered 
solutions for protection against 
vandalism, robbery, or inclement 
weather (Broom, N. 2015).

Bike racks are an outdoor solution 
designed for sidewalks with great 
space respecting pedestrian areas. It 
helps to organize the sidewalk areas 
while creating a place for accessible 
bike parking opportunities near stores 
(Brink, G. 2015). There are three types 
of racks recommended by the APBP 
(Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Professionals) the inverted U, the post 
and ring rack, and Wheel is Well- 
secure.
To implement bike racks, the bike 
frame and at least one wheel are 
secured with a U-lock. The bike should 
be supported upright by its frame in 
two places. The bike wheel should not 
tip over. The bike rack allows for 
front-in and back-in parking. The bike 
rack does not impede pedestrian 
traffic and is protected from motor 
traffic. The bike rack is easily 
accessible from the street. A range of 
bike shapes and sizes can be 
accommodated  (Foundry, R.  n.d.). 
Resist cutting, rusting, and bending 
(Brink, G. 2015). Racks must be 
spaced a minimum of three feet apart 
(NACTO, n.d). Bike racks should be 
located 50 feet from the building 
entrance. Placed on a  wide sidewalk 
with 1.5 m (5 ft) or more of clear 
sidewalk space remaining (a minimum 
of 61 cm (24 in) of clear 
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space from the parallel wall and 76 cm 
(30 in) from the perpendicular wall 
(FHWA, 2006). Benefits of bike racks 
include the ease of installation, outdoor 
location, and the low price of 200 
dollars per rack (Weigand, L. McNeil, N. 
Dill, J. 2013). A bike corral is an outdoor 
solution for sidewalks with limited 
space. It consists of an area designated 
and protected on the street adjacent to 
the curb. Therefore, it is necessary to 
delineate  the corral area creating visual 
barriers like floor painting. 

          

Also, it could be traced by physical 
barriers of easy installation like 
bollards and rubber or concrete curbs 
or more protective solutions like 
concrete bollards or walls (Madrax, B. 
R. n.d).
Bike corrals include the benefit of 
narrowing the roadway, calming 
speeding, and reducing pedestrian 
crossing distances. Corrals also 
prevent parking that blocks sight lines 
between road users  (Madrax, B. R. 
n.d). Bike corrals have an estimated 
cost of $3,000 per unit (Weigand, L. 
McNeil, N. Dill, J. 2013).
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Cycle hoop. (n.d.)

Cycle hoop. (n.d.)

Atlantic, A. A. (n.d)
Broom, N. (2015)Seinen, M. (2013) 

Cambridge. (n.d)

Figure 4.22 Bike Parking 
Implementation Examples

Figure 4.23 Bike Corral 
Implementation Examples
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Bike lockers provide a solution that 
offers protection against vandalism, 
robbery, and inclement weather, due to 
their high-security level. This solution 
is usually located outdoors, and one 
single locker can hold two bikes 
separately. It allows riders to rent a 
space for a specific time, providing the 
key to access, so they can park their 
bikes, limiting access to other people 
(Broom, N. 2015). Installation can be 
outdoor or indoor. Its shape is mostly a 
box but can also be found as a triangle 
(Foundry, R.  n.d.). Implementation 
recommendations for bike lockers 
include visual cues to allow new users 
to recognize the locker's location. Due 
to bike lockers being an enclosed 
solution, they are mainly used 
outdoors but can also be used indoors. 
Bicycle lockers need a surface floor 
strong enough for attachment. 
(Broom, N.) Bicycle lockers provide 
more security than other solutions due 
to bike access limitations. Bike lockers 
protect the bike from external threats 
and allow the rider to place gear inside 
as well (Foundry, R. n.d.). This makes 
people more comfortable traveling 
with valuables and increases the 
willingness of people to cycle in a 
wider variety of circumstances. 

Bicycle lockers have an estimated 
cost of 1,000 to 4,000 dollars per unit 
(Control, G. n.d).

CycleSafe. (n.d)

Memphis, B. P.
 (2017) 

 San Jose, P. L. (n.d)

Bike Lock-ups are an indoor solution 
that offers space for several bicycles. 
Yet, the number of bikes is restricted 
by the areas used for the 
implementation. Stations are areas 
explicitly created for bike parking and 
can also have other services like 
lockers for owner’s belongings, 
showers, and changing rooms. Bike 
rooms are areas within an existing 
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building designated for bike parking 
purposes (Foundry, R.  (n.d.). It is 
necessary to have a generous area for 
the implementation. The emphasis 
should be on security, not visibility.
When located in bike rooms, physical 
and visual separation must be clear for 
both drivers -cars and bikes.- (Foundry, 
R. n.d.). Benefits of Bike locks ups 
include an increased feeling of safety 
for cyclists. Depending on the area, 
installing vertical structures allows 
more parking. Bike lock-ups can be 
implemented in existing buildings. 
(Foundry, R. n.d.). The cost varies 
depending on the area of 
implementation.

     Bicycle, N. (n.d)      Toronto, C. (n.d.)

Below is a chart showing how many 
bike parking spaces should be made 
available along a route with different 
facilities. The FHWA (2006) singled 
out Madison, Wisconsin, as a good 
sample city to follow with bicycle 
parking infrastructure.

Land Use Bike Space

Dwellings/lodging 
rooms 

1 bike space per 
dwelling, 3 per 
lodging room

Clubs/Lodges 1 bike space per 
lodging room plus 

3% of person 
capacity

Fraternities/Soror
ities 

1 bike space per 3 
rooms

Hotel/ Hospitals/ 
Nursing Homes

1 bike space per 
20 employees 

Galleries/museum
s/libraries/ 

Commercial/ 
Manufacturing

1 bike space per 
10 automobile 

spaces

Colleges/ Jr 
High/ High School

1 bike space per 4 
employees and 1 
bike space per 4 

students

Nursery/Element
ary School

1 bike space per 
10 employees and 

students about 
the 2nd grade

Table 4c. Madison, Wisconsin Bike Parking 
Guidelines
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Implementation Examples
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Community Outreach

We sought to identify the needs and preferences of current and potential 
cyclists in the City of Falls Church regarding bicycle infrastructure. 
Community outreach was conducted to identify community needs, interests, 
and priorities for bicycle infrastructure in Falls Church. The following is a brief 
review of the survey results. 
Methodology
We developed a survey modeled off of questions used in the "Measuring 
Demand in Falls Church, Virginia Survey" and the "Arlington Master 
Transportation Plan Bicycle Element Survey.” The 14-question survey ran for 
one month and was distributed in-person, through direct engagement at two 
instances of the Falls Church Farmers Market and visits to local bicycle shops, 
and digitally, through the city's social media pages and email listservs. 
Descriptive statistics were used to interpret the data. Data is biased to those 
who already ride bicycles due to a limited cross-sample of the population.
Overview of Results
The survey results show a 
vibrant, active community of 
people who ride bikes in Falls 
Church, one with potential to 
grow. Out of 165 respondents, 
more than half (53%) said they 
ride their bike at least once a 
week, and 80% said they ride at 
least once a month. When asked 
to describe their level of 
comfort in riding a bike in the 
City of Falls Church, 45% said 
they were “enthusiastic and 
confident,” and 12% said they 
were “strong and fearless.” 40% 
said they were “interested but 
concerned,” meaning in order 
for potential riders to be willing 

Figure 5b: “Which best describes your level of 
comfort and interest with riding a bike in the city 
of Falls Church?”

Figure 5a: “How often do you ride a bike in the 
City of Falls Church?”
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to ride, high quality infrastructure 
needs to be put into place. This 
shows that even those who do not 
currently ride their bikes in Falls 
Church (or do so rarely) may be open 
to riding more often if their concerns 
are addressed.
Demographics
Our respondent pool leaned male and 
middle-aged, with 66% of 
respondents identifying as men and 
46% describing themselves as 
between the ages of 45 and 64. An 
additional 33% of respondents were 
between the ages of 25 and 44, and 
15% were over 65. The majority of 
respondents said 

they ride their bikes for leisure, with 
relatively few biking to work or school. 
Men seemed to ride their bikes more 
frequently than women and seemed 
to be more comfortable with biking in 
Falls Church. As illustrated in figure 
5a, more women than men said they 
either never ride a bike in Falls Church 
or do so once or twice a month, while 
more men than women said they rode 
their bike multiple times a week. 
Figure 5b shows a similar trend in 
terms of comfort and interest, where 
men were more likely to describe high 
confidence in riding a bike in Falls 
Church. 

Despite fairly high ridership, satisfaction with current facilities was mixed. 
Overall, 36% of respondents said they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with 
bike infrastructure in Falls Church, while 36% said they were “not satisfied” or 
“very dissatisfied.” Figure 5c provides a complete breakdown of respondent 
satisfaction with various kinds of facilities.

Satisfaction

Figure 5c: “How satisfied are you with the City of Falls Church's 
current bike infrastructure?”

Community Outreach
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Safety was a recurring concern for 
respondents. As shown in figure 5d, 
when asked what prevents them from 
riding a bike, 70 people chose “I fear 
for my safety.” Safety also came up 
frequently in responses to 
open-ended questions. For example, 
25 out of 66 responses to Question 14 
(“Is there anything else you would like 
to add?”) expressed concerns about 
the safety of riding a bike in Falls 
Church.

Concerns and Preferences

Figure 5d: “What prevents you from riding a bike in Falls Church?”

Respondents indicated a strong 
preference for bike lanes and some 
preference for protected bike lanes. 
When asked how much protection they 
would need to feel safe riding a bike in 
Falls Church, 45% of respondents said 
they would need a protected bike lane, 
while 36% said they would need any 
bike lane. Bike lanes also came up in 
30% of responses to Question 14.

Locations of Interest

Figure 5e: “Where do you and/or your 
household not currently bike? Select all 

that apply”

Figure 5f: “Where would you and/or your 
household bike if a safe and comfortable 

route existed?”
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Comparing the places that people say 
they do not bike to with the places 
that they would bike if safe options 
existed, respondents generally see 
themselves riding to places that 
others already ride. As shown in figure 
5e and figure 5f, the top place where 
people said they do not currently ride 
their bikes was the Eden Center, 
which also ranked fairly low on places 
where people would ride their bikes if 
a safe route existed. Looking at the 
exact figures, there seems to be an 
opportunity for improvement around 
both metro stations, although they 
are not within the city limits. Many 
people mentioned they do not 
currently ride their bikes to either 
metro station, but they were 
mentioned frequently as places 
people would like to go.
Using the responses to the questions 
above, we compared the percentage 
share of those who said they would 
ride to a particular location if it were 
safe to those who said they currently 
do not ride to that location, shown in 
table 5a. The results show several 
potential action points. For example, 
70% of those who currently do not 
cycle downtown would ride 
downtown if there were safe 
infrastructure. 

Responses to the open-ended 
Question 14 provide further context 
for these results. In particular, it is 
worth noting that 12% of the 
responses to Question 14 mentioned 
concern about a lack of safe routes to 
school. In addition, 10% of the 
responses to Question 14 explicitly 
mentioned Broad Street as a place 
they did not feel safe riding their bike. 

Table 5a: Percentage share of 
those who would ride to 

destinations if they felt safe

Downtown 70%

W&OD Access 65%

East Falls Church Metro 52%

West Falls Church Metro 43%

Eden Center 43%

Work 33%

School 28%
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Next Steps
The survey ran for one month, as it 
took time to develop and distribute 
within the limited time we had due to 
this study. Ideally, we wanted more 
time and outreach opportunities to 
capture more responses. The survey 
was primarily distributed at the Falls 
Church Farmers Market. We wanted 
to distribute flyers at other locations, 
such as shopping centers and 
storefront locations. However, we 
needed approval from owners at 
those locations, and the approval 
responses did not always align with 
our timeline and availability. 
Therefore, completing our outreach 
at the Farmer's Market was the 
easiest. A sizeable portion of the 
respondents who filled out the survey 
were middle-aged men and 
experienced cyclists. For future 
outreach, we would like to see more 
responses from women and those 
who may not be as experienced. 
Finally, we were not allowed to survey 
anyone under 18; their input is 
valuable and should also be included. 

The outreach team suggests 
designing a charrette as a future 
engagement strategy. 

As referenced earlier, within best 
practices, Charlottesville, VA, utilized 
public engagement to determine 
route recommendations by allowing 
the public to draw bike routes and 
identify destinations they would like 
to bike to. Using a design charrette to 
further engage with the public can 
offer opportunities to receive more 
detailed feedback beyond what was 
learned in the survey. This exercise 
can also invite stakeholders to be 
engaged in a more active manner 
that was unable to be accomplished 
due to the limitations of our outreach.  
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and measuring street width with 
measuring wheel.

● Falls Church Streets Open Data- 
Street data such as speed limit, 
roadway classification, 
calculated slope, street widths, 
and points of interest. 

● People for Bikes Network 
Analysis Tool- Methodology 
from this analysis tool used to 
inform the GIS suitability 
analysis. 

Inputs to the Individual Routes

● GIS Suitability Analysis - A 
quantitative analysis of six 
variables determined the top 
streets suitable for 
infrastructure investment. 

● City of Falls Church Feedback- 
Recommendation from city staff 
to include Lincoln Ave and Great 
Falls Ave.

● CACT Memo- This document's 
route to the middle and high 
schools was the most 
prioritized, followed by routes to 
commercial corridors.

● Best Practices Design 
Guidelines-Infrastructure from 
best practices was used to 
inform route design.

Route Recommendations
METHODOLOGY 

A multi-step approach using multiple 
inputs was used to generate the route 
network options. First a roadway 
conditions analysis was performed to 
determine the baseline conditions in 
the city. Next, the roadway conditions 
analysis was combined with additional 
inputs to determine the individual 
routes. For each individual route a low 
and high cost option was designed. 
Lastly the route networks were created 
building the individual routes at their 
baseline (zero), low or high cost 
options with additional inputs as 
described below. The methodology 
used to create the route networks was 
conducted balancing the need for a 
two year implementation timeline and 
cost while also delivering marked 
improvement in cycling safety and 
utility. 

Inputs to the Roadway Conditions 
Analysis:

● Site Visits- Tasks performed 
include: cycling between points 
of interest to assess appropriate 
stress level ratings, capturing 
route footage with GoPro 
cameras, manual data collection 
regarding numbers of users 
(pedestrians, cyclists, and 
motorists) at key intersections, 
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Figure 6a. Methodology

● Public Outreach- Results from 
the public survey were 
incorporated, including the top 
destinations (Downtown, W&OD 
Trail, East and West Falls Church 
Metro Stations).

Inputs for the Route Networks 
● City of Falls Church Feedback- 

Recommendation from city 
staff to include Lincoln Ave and 
Great Falls Ave.

● CACT Memo- This document's 
route to the middle and high 
schools was the most 
prioritized, followed by routes to 
commercial corridors.

METHODOLOGY 
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STREET EVALUATION 

The figure above shows cyclist and pedestrian counts at various intersections 
during the in-person street evaluation. 

Figure 6b.  Counting Points

N Roosevelt St and 12 
PL N

Sunday 
9/18
10:25 AM
Time: 15 
min
Bikes: 6

Saturday 
9/17
6:30 PM
Time:: 15 
min
Bikes: 6

Park Ave & N 
Maple
Sunday 9/18
10:33  AM
Time: 15 min
Bikes: 6
Pedestrians: 22

W Broad Street 
& Spring St
Sunday 9/18
11:20  AM
Time: 15 min
Bikes: 2
Pedestrians: 19

Fowler St and 
W&OD 
Sunday 9/18
10:06 AM
Time: 10 min
Bikes: 34
Pedestrians: 13

N West St & 
W&OD
Sunday 9/18
11:44  AM
Time: 15 min
Bikes: 42
Pedestrians: 28

Little Falls St. 
& W&OD
Sunday 9/18
9:53  AM
Time 15 min
Bikes: 67
Pedestrians: 33

N Van Buren St & 
W&OD 

Sunday 
9/18
10:00 AM
Time: 15 
min
Bikes: 29

Saturday 
9/17
6:45 PM
Time: 15 
min
Bikes:3
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Route Recommendations
STREET EVALUATION 

Figure 6d. Key Points

Easy

Medium

Challenging

Expert

1. West Falls Church Metro
2. Meridian High School
3. Mary Ellen Henderson Middle
4. W&OD Trail
5. Thomas Jefferson Middle 
6. Oak Street Elementary
7. Mary Riley Styles public 

library
8. East Falls Church Metro
9. Eden Center

Shown below in figure 6d is a map of the city with key points of interest. 

Figure 6c. Stress Level 
Map -Qualitative 

Assessment)

Based on the in-person evaluation, a 
cycling stress network was created. 
Figure 6c below shows the level of 
stress based on the in-person 
evaluation. 

The evaluation was conducted on a 
fair weather weekend with male 
riders aged 22-29. 
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Six primary variables were used to 
determine the street's suitability for 
improving cycling infrastructure. 

After inputting the criteria into the 
model, the top streets were identified. 

Route Recommendations
SUITABILITY ANALYSIS

Criteria:
● Speed score:

○ Speed >= 30: -2
○ Speed <30: 2

● Slope score:
○ 0-2.9% = 2
○ 3-5.9% = 0
○ >6% = -2

● One-way score:
○ Yes: 1
○ No: 0

● Type score:
○ Residential = -2
○ Secondary/tertiary = 2
○ Other = 0

● Level of Traffic Stress score:
○ 3 = -2
○ 2 = 0
○ 1-2 = 2

● Width score:
○ 3 lanes = -2
○ 2 lanes = 0
○ 1 lane = 2

Top Streets:

○ East Annandale Road
○ Gordon Road
○ Great Falls Street
○ Haycock Road
○ Hillwood Avenue
○ Lincoln Avenue
○ Little Falls Street
○ North Roosevelt Street
○ North Washington Street
○ North West Street
○ Roosevelt Street
○ South Maple Avenue
○ South Roosevelt Avenue
○ South West Street
○ West Annandale Road
○ West Broad Street
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Capital Bikeshare trip data from 13 stations in the City of Falls Church and 
nearby areas were analyzed to understand cycling trip patterns. 

CAPITAL BIKESHARE ANALYSIS

Table 6a. Most used station pairs in the  City of Falls Church

1. West Falls Church Metro
2. Meridian High School 
3. N Oak St & W Broad St
4. Pennsylvania Ave & Park Ave
5. S Maple Ave & S Washington St
6. Falls Church City Hall
7. W Broad St & Little Falls St
8. E Fairfax St & S Washington St
9. W Columbia St & N Washington St

10. W&OD Trail & Langston Blvd
11. East Falls Church Metro
12. N Roosevelt St & Roosevelt Blvd
13. Eden Center

Figure 6f. CaBi Station 
Locations

The table below highlights the total 
trip volumes between the 12 Falls 
Church area stations from April 2020 
to July 2022 (Eden Center was 
excluded due to not being in service 
until 2022. The top station pairs 
(highlighted in the map above) are 
between 

East Falls Church Metro / Sycamore 
St & 19th St N and the following 
stations:

● N Roosevelt St & Roosevelt Blvd 
(846 Trips)

● W Broad St & Little Falls St (655 
Trips)

● S Maple Ave & S Washington St 
(524 Trips) 
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Peak ridership for the 13 Falls Church 
area stations occurred during the 
summer months of 2019. Ridership 
for 2022 in these stations is 
approximately 70% of the peak 2019 
volumes. Trip volumes vary 
depending on the time of year, with 
higher ridership in the warmer 
months (figure 6g)

Commuting trips are the primary 
driver of bike-share trips between 
these 13 stations. From April 2020 to 
July 2022, there were a total of 
28,407 trips that started or ended at 
the 13 Fall Church area stations 
(figure 6h). 

CAPITAL BIKESHARE ANALYSIS
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EXISTING BIKE LANES
(By Google Maps) Figure 6i. 

Figure 6j. 

EXISTING BIKE LANES/SUGGESTED BIKE ROUTES
(By Google Maps)

Bike routes proposed

Existing bike routes 

INDIVIDUAL ROUTES 

Maps of existing bike routes (figure 
6i) and existing with suggested bike 
routes (figure 6j) are shown below.

The proposed cycle routes enhance 
the current bike network adding key 
connectivity to the areas north of 
Broad St. Most of the city’s existing 
on-street cycle network is south of 
Broad st. 
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Route Recommendations
iNDIVIDUAL ROUTES

The individual routes were prioritized 
based on the inputs from the roadway 
conditions analysis, GIS suitability 
analysis, City of Falls Church feedback, 
and the CACT Memo. Routes with 
higher prioritization would have the 
greatest impact with infrastructure 
improvements as they have the 
highest ridership demand, and 
connect to the most important 
identified points of interest. These 
routes form a connected network 
which provides access to the key 
points of interest in the city. These 
routes when combined with the the 
current lower stress street streets and 
streets with existing cycling 
infrastructure outside of this network 
in the areas south of Broad Street form 
an improved cycling network that is 
achievable in the near term. The routes 
and prioritization rationale are 
described below:

● Route 1 High School Connection - 
This route was the #1 highest 
prioritized route according to the 
CACT Memo and provides a 
critical connection to the W&OD 
trail and downtown via Park Ave.

● Route 2 Eden Center - This route 
connects the Eden center 
commercial corridor to 
downtown.

● Route 3 Park Avenue - This is 
the trunk route in the Falls 
Church cycling network and 
connects to the downtown 
where the $8M “Great Streets” 
project is planned. 

● Route 4 Little Falls St - This 
route provides a direct 
connection from the W&OD Trail 
to downtown. 

● Route 5 Great Falls St - This 
route provides a connection to 
the W&OD trail and northern 
sections of the city. The route is 
lower on the prioritization 
because it offers somewhat of a 
duplication of the Park Ave and 
W&OD Trail routes. Route 6 N 
West St - This east-west route 
crosses the northern section of 
the city and connects to the 
W&OD Trail. This route is lower 
on the prioritization because it 
does not directly connect to 
any schools or the core 
segments of the downtown 
area of the city . 

● Route 7 Lincoln Ave - This route 
runs along the northern section 
of the city This route is the 
lowest prioritized because the 
W&OD runs parallel just south of 
the route. 
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● Based on inputs from the 
roadway conditions analysis, 
GIS suitability analysis, City of 
Falls Church feedback, CACT 
Memo and the best practices 
design guide, seven individual 
routes were selected

● Each route has cost estimates 
for a low and high level of 
infrastructure investment 

○ Low - Minimum level of 
investment to sufficiently 
improve cycling safety 
and the rider experience

○ High - Enhanced level of 
investment to significantly 
improve cycling safety 
and rider experience 

Route Recommendations

Individual Routes - Cost Estimate

Name Low High

Route 1 High School Connection $101k $210k

Route 2 Eden Center $248k $939k

Route 3 Park Ave $29k $181k

Route 4 Little Falls St $40k $125k

Route 5 Great Falls St $77k $284k

Route 6 N West St $106k $2.1M

Route 7 Lincoln Ave $79k $167k

2

1

3 45
6

7

1. High School Connection
2. Eden Center
3. Park Ave
4. Little Falls St
5. Great Falls St
6. N West St
7. Lincoln Ave

Figure 6k. Individual routes proposed

Table  6b. 

● Cost estimates conducted 
using the MDOT Bikeways 
Project Estimator (methodology 
shown in table 7d, example cost 
template shown in table 7e)

INDIVIDUAL ROUTES 
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Route Recommendations
LIST OF INTERVENTIONS TO BE APPLIED ON ROUTES

Intervention Objective Picture

Sharrows
Allow bicycle to share lanes with 

vehicles.

Temporary 
intersection 
treatments

Extension of pedestrian area 
provided by flexpost and paint 
markings. Slows down vehicles 
and forces vehicles to turn at a 
wider angle increasing visibility.    

Speed humps
Forces vehicles to reduce 

speeds, allowing cyclists to 
continue without stopping.

Flashing Beacon
Makes cyclists more visible to 

drivers when crossing a 
roadway.

Chicane
Forces vehicles to slightly 

change directions resulting in 
lower speeds.

Asphalt trail

Provides crucial connections 
which allow users to avoid using 
streets with an “expert” comfort 

level rating.

Permanent 
intersection 
treatments

Provides concrete extension of 
sidewalk for pedestrians. Slows 

down vehicles and forces 
vehicles to turn at a wider angle 

increasing visibility.    

Mini Roundabout
Requires vehicles to slow down 

at intersections.

Buffered bike lanes
Provides separation of cycling 

lane from vehicular lane. Ta
b

le
 6

c.
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Route Recommendations
ROUTE 1 - HIGH SCHOOL CONNECTION

Name of the street: 
West End Park, Falls Ave, Offutt Dr, Birch St, Haycock Rd

Length: 
1,991 ft (0.38 mi)
Average width:

 30 ft 
Start street: 

Grove Ave (near W&OD and West End Park)
Finish street: 

Haycock Rd
Number of intersections: 

5
ADT along street/ADT along intersecting streets: 

Along Haycock Rd - 8,700
Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest:

● Nearest Bikeshare station is near Meridian High School
● Acts as link between the High School and Park Ave/W&OD

ROUTE 1
High School Connection

Dirt path between Offutt Drive 
and West End ParkOffutt Drive

Haycock Road pedestrian 
crossing

Figure  6l. 
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OPTION 1
Low Option Estimate

Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $27,031

Signs $45,000

Flex posts $4,830

Speed humps $10,000

Subtotal $86,861

TOTAL* $101,123

Route Recommendations

Goal:
Provide a low-stress cycling 
connection using low cost measures 
to improve existing on-street 
facilities. Option 1 would address 
safety issues and increase awareness 
by slowing vehicular traffic with 
bicycle friendly speed humps and 
new shared lane markings on Falls 
Ave, Offutt Dr and Birch St and 
improve the existing pedestrian 
crossing at Haycock Rd with a new 
flashing beacon.

Figure 6m. 

Table  6d.

Intervention Proposal:
● Shared lane markings
● Low cost intersection 

treatments
● Bicycle friendly speed bumps
● Rectangular rapid flashing 

beacon

*Includes  mobilization, 
contingency, design 
and permitting and 
preliminary site 
investigation 

ROUTE 1 - HIGH SCHOOL CONNECTION
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OPTION 2
High Option Estimate

High  Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Asphalt trail $59,400

Agreements with private 
property owners N/A

Subtotal $59,400

TOTAL* $209,758

Goal:
Close existing gap between on-street 
facilities with construction of asphalt 
trail in two locations: between West 
End Park and Falls Ave (replacing dirt 
path) and between Birch St and 
Haycock Rd (replacing existing 
private sidewalk).  

Figure 6n. 

Table  6e. 

*Includes  mobilization, contingency, design and permitting 
and preliminary site investigation 

As Option 2 requires easement 
agreements between Falls Church 
and property owners, an incremental 
approach is recommended. 

Intervention Proposal:
● Asphalt trail
● Easements on private land

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 1 - HIGH SCHOOL CONNECTION
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Name of the street(s): 
N Maple St, West and East Columbia St., Tuckahoe St, N Roosevelt St., 

Roosevelt Blvd.
Length: 

9,345 ft  (1.77 mi)
Width: 

25 - 94 ft (Including sidewalks), narrowest on E Columbia St, widest on 
Roosevelt Blvd.
Start street: 

N Maple St and Park Ave.
Finish street: 

N Roosevelt Blvd and Wilson Blvd.
Number of intersections: 

21
ADT along street/ADT along intersecting streets: 

Along N Roosevelt Blvd - 15,000
Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest: 

Bikeshare station at intersection of N Roosevelt St. and  Roosevelt Blvd. 
Bikeshare station on W Columbia St.

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 2 - EDEN CENTER

ROUTE 2
Eden Center

N Maple St W Columbia & N Washington Roosevelt St & Roosevelt Blvd

Figure  6o. 
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Goal:
Provides a low-stress connection 
from the Western reaches of Falls 
Church to the Eden Center in Eastern 
Falls Church, connecting commercial 
and residential areas with the rest of 
the city and the Metro system. Option 
1 increases cyclist safety on the more 
stressful segments of Roosevelt Blvd, 
maintains slower traffic speed along 
the entire route, and increases safety 
at intersections. Existing shared road 
markings are repainted and more 
added along the route.

OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Route Recommendations

Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared Road markings $8,400

Painted Bike Lanes (Standard) - N Roosevelt St (One side) $10,900

Flex Bollards - Roosevelt Blvd $109,200

Bike Boxes $2,300

Divided Speed Bumps $30,000

Subtotal $194,568

TOTAL* $248,074

Figure 6p. 

Table  6f. 

Intervention Proposal:
● Shared road markings @ 250 ft 

spacing, 
● Painted bike lane on Roosevelt 

St
● Flex bollards on Roosevelt Blvd
● Add bike box at Roosevelt St 

and Roosevelt Blvd and at W 
Columbia and N Washington

● Add divided speed bumps 
(assuming 2 on N Maple St. and 
4 on Columbia St. (6)

*Includes  
mobilization, 
contingency, design 
and permitting and 
preliminary site 
investigation 

ROUTE 2 - EDEN CENTER
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Route Recommendations

OPTION 2
High  option estimate

Goal:
Option 2 vastly increases bike lane 
visibility along Roosevelt St and 
Roosevelt Rd and fully improves 
intersections along the route.

Intervention Proposal:
● Add solid colored shared lane 

markings and bike lanes (green) 
on Roosevelt St and Blvd

● Add full signal system on N 
Wash and Columbia (ATCS full 
upgrade)

High  Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Signals $65,000

Shared Road markings $8,400

Painted Bike Lanes (Green) - N 
Roosevelt St (One side) $49,040

Painted Bike Lanes - (Green) - 
Roosevelt Blvd. (Two sides) $345,200

Flex Bollards - Roosevelt Blvd $109,200

Bike Boxes $2,300

Divided Speed Bumps $30,000

Subtotal $737,059

TOTAL* $939,751

Figure 6q. 

Table 6g.
*Includes  mobilization, contingency, design and permitting 

and preliminary site investigation 

ROUTE 2 - EDEN CENTER
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Route Recommendations
ROUTE 3 - PARK AVE

Name of the street: 
Park Ave
Length: 

3,000 ft (0.57 miles)
Width:

 36 ft to 40 ft (narrows to 30 ft by N West St)
Start street: 
N Virginia Ave 
Finish street: 
N West Street

Number of intersections: 
5 full, 2 half, 2 half, 4 access

ADT along street/ ADT along intersecting streets 
Along N Oak St- 1,300, Along N West St- 4,000

Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest:
Bikeshare stations located on Pennsylvania Ave and N Oak St (both within a 

block of Park Ave) 

ROUTE 3
Park Ave

Approaching Pennsylvania Ave Approaching N Lee St  Approaching N West St  

Figure  6r.
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Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $13,000

Signs $2,175

Traffic Calming $3,800

Subtotal $18,975

TOTAL* $29,000

Route Recommendations

Goal:
Provide a low cost continuation of 
the “Great Streets” project from 
North Virginia Avenue to N West 
Street.  Traffic calming measures 
include temporary intersection 
treatments with flex posts and 
painted curb extensions. 

Intervention Proposal:
● Shared Lanes 
● Temporary Intersection 

Treatments (4 intersections)

OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Figure  6s.

ROUTE 3 - PARK AVE
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Table  6h. 
*Includes  mobilization, contingency, design and permitting 

and preliminary site investigation 



Goal:
Provide a more comprehensive 
continuation of the “Great Streets” 
project North Virginia Avenue to N 
West Street.  Traffic calming 
measures include speed humps and 
concrete curb extensions. 

Intervention Proposal:
● Shared Lanes 
● Permanent Intersection 

Treatments (4 intersections)
● Speed Humps

Route Recommendations

High Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $13,000

Signs $6,040

Traffic Calming $93,000

Subtotal $109,840

TOTAL* $181,573

OPTION 2
High option estimate

Figure 6t.

Table 6i.

*Includes  mobilization, contingency, design and permitting 
and preliminary site investigation 

ROUTE 3 - PARK AVE
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Route Recommendations
ROUTE 4 - LITTLE FALLS STREET

Name of the street: 
Little falls Street

Length: 
2,750 ft (0.52 mi)

Width: 
30 ft

Start street: 
Broad St.

Finish street: 
W&OD Trail

Number of intersections: 
7

ADT along street/intersections: 
Along Little Falls- 1,600 to 2,100

Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest: 
Mainly a residential road. Connects downtown to the W&OD trail and by 

extension the metro. Currently some sharrows and a couple speed humps, but 
not much else

ROUTE 4
Little Falls Street

XXXX

After Great Falls St. 
Intersection Intersection with Broad St.W&OD Intersection

Figure 6u. 
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Goal:
Provide a low-cost connection 
between Broad St. and the W&OD 
Trail. Speed humps before Great Falls 
St. intersection and repaved 
sharrows running from Great Falls St. 
to the trial will ensure better cyclist 
safety along this new route.

Intervention Proposal:
● 3 speed humps prior to Great 

Falls St
● Sharrows from Great Falls to 

W&OD

OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 4 - LITTLE FALLS STREET

Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared lane symbols $8,780

Signage $2,488

Speed bumps $15,000

Subtotal $26,468

TOTAL* $40,833

Figure 6v.

Table 6j. 
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Route Recommendations

OPTION 2
High option estimate

ROUTE 4 - LITTLE FALLS STREET

High Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared Lane Symbols $8,780

Signage $2,488
Speed bumps $20,000

Traffic Circle $50,000

Subtotal $81,468

TOTAL* $125,684

Goal:
This expanded alternative provides 
the same benefits as the low-cost 
option while adding in an additional 
speed hump and a mini-roundabout 
at the Great Falls St. intersection. 
This will further make the street safer 
for cyclists.

Intervention Proposal:
● 4  speed humps prior to Great 

Falls St.
● Mini Roundabout at intersection 

of Little Falls and Great Falls

Figure  6w.

Table 6k
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and preliminary site investigation 



Route Recommendations
ROUTE 5 - GREAT FALLS STREET

Name of the street: 
Great Falls Street

Length: 
4,000 ft (0.76 mi)

Width: 
40 ft

Start street: 
N Washington St.

Finish street: 
West St.

Number of intersections: 
7

ADT along street/intersections: 
Along Great Falls- 2,500 to 6,300

Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest: 
Mainly a residential road. Extends far past Falls Church but the Falls Church 

section runs from N Washington Street to West Street. It intersects little Falls 
and and W&OD

ROUTE 5
Great Falls Street

XXXX

After Great Falls St. 
Intersection Intersection with Broad St.W&OD Intersection

Figure 6x.
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Goal:
Provides a safer cycling experience 
between N Washington St. and West 
St. along Great Falls St. This low-cost 
option  uses a combination of 
sharrows and six bicycle-friendly 
speed humps help to make the road a 
better experience for cyclists.

Intervention Proposal:
● Super Sharrows N Washington  

St. to West Street 
● No intersection treatments
● 6 Speed humps along the route

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 5 - GREAT  FALLS STREET

Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared lane symbols $17,376

Speed Humps $30,000
Subtotal $47,376

TOTAL* $77,718

OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Figure 6y.

Table 6l.
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Route Recommendations
ROUTE 5 - GREAT  FALLS STREET

High Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared Lane Symbols $18,376

Speed Humps $40,00

Chicanes $22,500

Mini-roundabouts $100,000

Subtotal $180,876

TOTAL* $284,639

OPTION 2
High option estimate

Goal:
Provides a more comprehensive set 
of traffic calming features including 
chicanes and two mini-roundabouts 
in order to provide a safe connection 
for cyclists between N Washington St. 
and West St.

Intervention Proposal:
● Sharrows between N 

Washington St. and West St. 
● Mini roundabouts at Little Falls 

and Dorchester Intersections
● 8 speed humps
● 3 Chicanes located between 

Little Falls and Virginia

Figure  6z.

Table 6m.
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Route Recommendations

Name of the street: 
S West St, N West St, & Parker Ave

Length:
 8,450 ft (1.6 mi)

Width: 
36 ft

Start street: 
S West St

Finish street: 
N West St

Number of intersections: 
25

ADT along street/intersections: 
Along N West St- 4,000 to 5,800

Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest: 
Oak Street Elementary School at intersection of Parker Ave and Oak St. 

Intersection with W&OD Trail on N West St.

ROUTE 6
N West ST

XXXX

ROUTE 6 - N WEST ST 

N West St Parker Ave S West St

Figure 6.1
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OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 6 - N WEST ST 

Goal:
Provides a low cost North-South 
corridor for the city, with a key 
connection to Broad Street, using a 
combination of signage and shared 
bike lanes..

Intervention Proposal:
● Shared Lanes
● No intersection treatments
● Bike route signage

Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $40,660

Signs $12,523
Traffic Calming $14,891
Subtotal $68,074

TOTAL* $106,366

Figure 6.2

Table 6n.
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Route Recommendations

OPTION 2
High option estimate

ROUTE 6 - N WEST ST 

Goal:
The high cost option takes into 
account more safety considerations 
for riders , especially in regards to the 
Oak Street Elementary School 
connection.

Intervention Proposal:
● Buffered Bike Lanes with flex 

bollards
● 2 way cycle track on Parker Ave
● Bike route signage
● Speed humps

High Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $835,540

Signs $18,030
Traffic Calming $490,430

Subtotal $1,344,000

TOTAL* $2,100,000

Figure 6.3

Table 6o.
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Route Recommendations

Name of the street: 
Lincoln Ave

Length: 
6,336 ft (1.2 mi)

Wide: 
35-40 ft (wider where it turns into Fairfax Dr)

Start street: 
Sycamore St

Finish street: 
Fairfax Dr

Number of intersections: 
9

ADT along street/intersections: 
Along Lincoln Ave- 2,600 to 5,800

Observations/Bikeshare stations/key points of interest:
 Excellent connectivity with W&OD at Spring St, N. Oak, and Great Falls St.

ROUTE 7
Lincoln Ave

ROUTE 7 - LINCOLN AVE

N West and N Oak Sts N Oak and Great Falls Sts Lincoln turns into Fairfax 

Figure 6.4
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Low Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Shared Lane symbols $25,620

Signs (Bikes May Use Full 
Lane) $3,113

Flex-posts $2,400

Speed humps $20,000

Subtotal $51,133

TOTAL* $79,193

Route Recommendations
ROUTE 7 - LINCOLN AVE

Goal:
Reduce vehicle speed while 
promoting cycling by installing 
bicycle-friendly speed humps. 
Improve cyclist and pedestrian safety 
at intersections with streets that 
connect to W&OD.  Treatments are 
lower-cost temporary fixtures that 
reduce crossing distance and 
vehicle-turn speed. 

Intervention Proposal:
● Temporary intersection 

treatments
● Flex-posts and paint to create 

bulb-outs
● Speed bumps

OPTION 1
Low option estimate

Figure 6.5

Table 6p.
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Route Recommendations
ROUTE 7 - LINCOLN AVE

High Option Estimate

Improvements Cost

Pavement Markings $25,620

Signs $3,113

Traffic Calming $80,000

Subtotal $108,733

TOTAL* $167,747

Goal:
Intersection treatments at streets 
that connect with W&OD are made 
more permanent and secure by use 
of concrete or asphalt. Cyclist and 
pedestrian safety is improved by 
reducing speeds with 
intersection-treatments and bicycle 
friendly speed bumps.

Intervention Proposal:
● Bulb-outs near W&OD 

intersections
● Speed humps

OPTION 2
High option estimate

Figure 6.6

Table 6q.

*Includes  mobilization, contingency, design and permitting 
and preliminary site investigation 
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while the high and max route 
networks have more permanent 
infrastructure investments. The ‘Max’ 
network is the short term 
recommended route network. The 
‘High’ route network is the short term 
recommendation if there are 
budgetary constraints to 
implementing the ‘Max’ network.

Route Recommendations
ROUTE NETWORKS

A total of four route networks (low, 
medium, high, max) were created. 
Each route network contains 
individual routes at a the route 
networks were

1. West Falls Church Metro
2. George Mason High School
3. Mary Ellen Henderson Middle
4. W&OD Trail
5. Thomas Letterson Middle Sc
6. Mount Daniel  Elementary
7. Mary Riley Styles public library
8. East Falls Church Metro
9. Eden Center

Route Networks - Estimate  Summary

Name Low Med High Max

Route 1 High School Connection $101k $210k $210k $210k

Route 2 Eden Center $131k $892k $892k $892k

Route 3 Park Ave $29k $29k $181k $181k

Route 4 Little Falls St $40K $40k $125k $125k

Route 5 Great Falls St 0 $77k $284k $284k

Route 6 N West St 0 $106k $106k 2.1M

Route 7 Lincoln Ave 0 $79k $79k $167k

Total Costs $301 K $1.4 M $1.9 M $4.0 M

Figure 6.7

Table 6r.

 created building the individual routes 
at their baseline (zero), low or high 
cost options. Key points of interest 
are shown in figure 6.7 below. 

The seven routes selected were 
pieced together to form the 4 route 
networks. Each route network 
provides an increased level of 
infrastructure investment with a step 
increase in cost.  The low and 
medium route networks have more 
temporary infrastructure 
investments 
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Route Neworks - Descriptive Summary

Name Low Med High Max

Route 1 High School 
Connection

-Sharrows
-Temporary intersection 

treatments
-Speed humps

-Flashing beacon

-Sharrows
-Temporary intersection treatments

-Speed humps
-Flashing beacon

-Asphalt trail
-Private land easement

Route 2 Eden Center
-Sharrows

-Speed humps
-Partial painted bike lane

-Sharrows
-Speed humps

-Full painted bike lane

Route 3 Park Ave
-Temporary intersection treatments

-Speed humps
-Permanent intersection treatments

-Speed humps

Route 4 Little Falls St -Speed humps
-Speed humps

-Mini roundabout

Route 5 Great Falls St -No change
-Sharrows

-Speed humps

-Sharrows
-Speed humps

-Chicanes
-Mini Roundabout

Route 6 N West St -No change
-Temporary intersection 

treatments

-Temporary 
intersection 
treatments

-Buffered bike lanes

Route 7 Lincoln Ave -No change
-Temporary intersection 

treatments
-Speed humps

-Permanent 
intersection 
treatments

-Speed humps

Total Costs $418k $1.5M $1.9M $4.0M

Two year 
recommendation

Constrained 
budget two year 
recommendation 

Route Recommendations

Table 6s.

These route recommendations 
provide a marked increase in the 
cycling safety and overall experience 
in the city and provide key links to the 
top places of interest. These short 
term recommendations allow for the 
city to realistically build an improved 
base of cycling infrastructure and 
ridership.
Further improvements to the cycling 
network are recommended once the 

short term recommendations are 
complete. If there are more robust 
and or higher cost interventions 
proposed then these 
recommendations are not meant to 
constrain those proposals. The two 
year short term recommendations 
relate to  route network inputs. If 
there are new inputs, then the 
proposed network should reflect 
those inputs. 

ROUTE NETWORKS
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If the city only paints sharrows and 
adds a few speed humps - without 
implementing other devices to 
reduce vehicle speeds, volumes, and 
access – it will not have adopted this 
recommendation. Likewise, 
interventions to create low-stress 
shared streets should not be limited 
to the seven highest-priority routes 
identified in this report.
The authors hope that implementing 
a Bike Boulevard network will be a 
first step toward developing more 
and eventually separating bicycle 
facilities in Falls Church. We believe 
that incremental steps can help 
generate the critical mass of public 
buy-in necessary to make the 
problematic trade-offs required.

Route Recommendations
‘Max’ route -Short term- network.
The ‘Max’ route network provides 
further improvements for cycling in 
the city. This network most closely 
aligns with the Falls Church vision as 
a “welcoming and inclusive” 
community and the 

Recommendations & Conclusion

After reviewing the current Bicycle 
Master Plan, current roadway 
conditions, best practices, results 
from community outreach, and 
routes in the City of Falls Church, 
there are many recommended next 
steps the city should consider taking 
to improve the bicycle conditions in 
the city. These recommendations 
should not be understood as the 
maximum longer-term potential to 
improve cycling in Falls Church. The 
recommendations of this report 
should be considered a first step 
towards creating a more 
bicycle-friendly community that can 
facilitate increased levels of cycling.

Recommendation for Bike 
Boulevards
Falls Church should immediately 
implement a Bike Boulevard network, 
which combines marked shared 
lanes, traffic-calming interventions, 
route branding, and wayfinding 
signage. These devices optimize 
lower-speed, lower-volume streets 
for cycling by limiting vehicle speed, 
volume, and access. We recognize 
that the Bike Boulevards have the 
potential to be implemented 
inadequately. 
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Short term constrained budget 
recommendation: ‘High’ route 
network.
In order to increase ridership and 
provide safe routes for cyclists in the 
city, the ‘High’ route network is the 
minimum we can recommend. This 
network provides key infrastructure 
improvements along routes that 
connect the top areas of interest.

Bicycle Planner:
The City of Falls Church should hire a 
dedicated bicycle planner or 
sustainable transportation 
coordinator immediately. Dedicated 
staff will be necessary to advance 
cycling in Falls Church by addressing 
challenges beyond the scope of this 
project, including:

● Comprehensive stakeholder 
outreach to address potential 
sampling bias limiting this 
report’s survey findings

● A collaborative network design 
process to address limitations 
of this report’s route 
prioritization framework and 
collect input from all 
stakeholders.

● Improving data collection on 
dangerous roadway segments, 
the location of crashes and near 
misses, and improving a 
geospatial database of cycling 
facilities

● Acting as a liaison to the Falls 
Church Police Department and 
Falls Church City Public Schools 
to advance traffic enforcement 
for roadway safety and to 
develop cycling education and 
safe routes to schools programs

● Identifying and securing 
funding for capital 
improvements to bicycle 
infrastructure

Hiring this position in the City of Falls 
Church should address gaps and 
assist the city in advancing cycling 
infrastructure.

Recommendations & Conclusion
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Recommendations & Conclusion

Other recommendations the City 
of Falls Church should consider 
implementing in the future include: 

● Create achievable, measurable 
implementation goals in future 
bicycle master plan revisions.

● Specifics around funding and 
implementation strategies need 
to be addressed in order to be 
able to track the progress of 
bicycle infrastructure projects. 

● Design a charrette as a future 
engagement strategy to 
receive more detailed feedback 
from the community and 
stakeholders. 

● Consider applying to be a 
Bicycle Friendly Community of 
the League of American 
Bicyclists. If such an 
application is desired, safe 
transportation education 
programs and an 
interconnected bicycle network 
should be high priorities.

Conclusion 
As learned through community 
outreach, the City of Falls Church has a 
vibrant and active community of 
cyclists with the potential to grow. 
However, satisfaction with current 
facilities is mixed, and safety is a 
recurring concern. To address the 
concerns, route recommendations 
were made based on best practices 
and the current conditions within the 
city to meet the community's needs 
and create a bicycle-friendly 
community. 
The recommendations and proposed 
routes are an immediate first step for 
the City of Falls Church to promote 
cycling. Hiring a bicycle planner in the 
city will be necessary to achieve the 
proposed short-term goals. These 
short-term recommendations allow 
the city to realistically build an 
improved base of cycling 
infrastructure and ridership within the 
next two years. Once these are 
achieved, further improvements to the 
cycling network are recommended to 
increase safety and connectivity in the 
city.
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Appendix

Figure 7a. Adaptive Bicycle 



Appendix 

Bike Plans Reviewed

Locality Plan Name Date Adopted
Population
(2021 ACS 
estimates)

LAB Score

Alexandria, VA Transportation Master Plan: 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Chapter

2016 154,706 Silver

Cambridge, MA Cambridge Bicycle Plan 2020 117,090 -

Charlottesville, VA Bike and Pedestrian Master Plan 2015 46,672 Silver

Chesapeake, VA Comprehensive Plan 2014 251,269 -

Fairfax City, VA Bike Fairfax City Plan 2021 24,276 -

Fredericksburg, VA Bicycle/Pedestrian Master Plan 2018 28,367 -

Hennepin County, 
MN

Hennepin County 2040 Bicycle 
Transportation: Bikeway Design 
Toolkit

2019 1,267,416 Silver

Manassas, VA Transportation Master Plan 2019 42,708 -

Minneapolis, MN Bicycle Master Plan 2015 425,336 Gold

Minneapolis-Saint 
Paul, MN Metro Area

Metro District Bicycle Plan 2019 3,690,512 -

Plattsburgh, NY Bike Friendly Plattsburg 2021 19,909 -

Portland, OR Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030 2010 642,218 Platinum

Rockville, MD Bikeway Master Plan 2017 67,139 Bronze

Somerville, MA Bicycle Network Plan 2021 79,815 Gold

Urbana, IL Bicycle Master Plan 2016 36,681 Gold

Table 7a.
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INTERSECTION TYPE LIST

Type of 
intersection

Picture
Estimated 

Cost Range:
Application

Intersection 
Crossing 

Markings - 
Option A

$5 to $15 per 
square foot 
depending on 
material

3-way stop sign
3-way signalized
T-junction
Y-junction
4-way stop sign

Bike Box

$5,000 to 
$6,000. 
Replacement 
costs would be 
$5,000 to 
$6,000 (every 
1-10 years

3-way stop sign
3-way signalized
4-way stop sign
4-way signalized

Shared/Through 
Bike Lanes

$500 to $4,000 
per intersection 
approach

T-junction
Y-junction
4-way stop sign

Median Refuge 
Island

$15,000 to 
$30,000 per 
100 feet

4-way signalized

Table 7b.



*Estimates are based on rough 
calculations derived using NACTO 
documentation of work performed 
(source cited below)
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads
/2011/03/NACTO_DesignGuide_Annot
atedPlans.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads
/2014/01/Spokane_ComprehensivePla
n_Apx_11.2.pdf

Appendix

Intersection Type

Intersection 
Type

Route 
1

Route 
2

Route 
3

Route 
4

Route 
5

Route 
6

Route 
7

Low Cost 
Treatment

High Cost 
Treatment

3-way stop 
sign 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 $4,500 $36,000

4-way 
signalized 0 1 1 2 4 2 2 $144,000 $360,000

T-junction 5 1 4 3 3 18 7 $61,500 $164,000

Y-junction 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 $6,000 $16,000

3-way 
signalized 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 $7,500 $60,000

4-way stop 
sign 0 3 3 0 0 1 1 $44,000 $96,000

TOTAL $267,500 $732,000

Sample Calculation:
3-Way Stop Sign (High Cost Treatment)

● Per NACTO Guidelines, Estimated 
Cost Range: $5,000 to $6,000. 
Replacement costs would be 
$5,000 to $6,000 (every 1-10 
years)

● This results in $6,000 (Initial Cost) 
+ $6,000 (Min. 1 year 
Maintenance) = $12,000 baseline 
multiplier

● This further results in $12,000 x 3 
(Total Number of such 
intersections) = $36,000 
Estimated Total

Table 7c.

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/NACTO_DesignGuide_AnnotatedPlans.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/NACTO_DesignGuide_AnnotatedPlans.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/NACTO_DesignGuide_AnnotatedPlans.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Spokane_ComprehensivePlan_Apx_11.2.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Spokane_ComprehensivePlan_Apx_11.2.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Spokane_ComprehensivePlan_Apx_11.2.pdf
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Table 7d. MDOT Cost Estimating Tool Methodology



Planning Level Cost Estimates for Shared Lanes on Two Sides of Roadway

Project Description

Characteristics Quantity

Length Linear Feet 0

Length Miles 0.0

Intersections Each 0

Intersection Width (Avg) Linear Feet 0

Pavement Markings Quantity Unit Cost

Shared Lanes symbols Each $500 $0

5" White Retroreflective Pavement 
Marking Linear Feet 0 $20 $0

5" Yellow Retroreflective Pavement 
Marking Linear Feet 0 $20 $0

Signs Dimensions SF Quantity Unit Cost

R3-17 (Bike Lane) 24" x 18" 3 0 $50 $0

Rd-17aP (Bike Lane Ahead) 24" x 8" 1 0 $50 $0

Rd-17bP (Bike Lane Ends) 24" x 8" 1 0 $50 $0

R4-4 (Right Turn Yield to Bikes) 36" x 30" 8 0 $50 $0

R4-11 (Bikes May Use Full Lane) 30" x 30" 6 0 $50 $0

Construction Subtotal $0

Mobilization 10% of Construction Costs 10% $0

Subtotal $0

Contingency 10% of Construction Costs 10% $0

Construction Subtotal $0

Design & Permitting 25% of Construction Costs 25% $0.00

Preliminary Site Investigation 5% of Design 5% $0

Project Costs $0

Appendix 

Table 7e. MDOT Example Cost Worksheet Tab
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